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BBC Research &
Development exists to give
competitive advantage to the
BBC through technology.
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Over six million homes now have
digital satellite, terrestrial or cable
television. Digital radio is an
established standard set for rapid
take-off. And the UK use of streamed
media across the Internet is the
highest in Europe. Britain is well
ahead of the rest of the world in
implementing these digital platforms
for broadcasting, and BBC R&D has
consistently led progress in these
fields. Prestigious awards in the past
year for our Digital Terrestrial
Television team and for John Sykes and
Justin Mitchell, pioneers in digital
broadcasting, reflect the contribution
that BBC R&D has made and
continues to make. 

There is still much work to be
done to consolidate, improve and
extend our digital broadcasting
platforms, and BBC R&D continues to
play a major part. The service strategy
unveiled by Greg Dyke in September
2000 requires significant development
of our underlying technical
infrastructure. New coding and
multiplexing arrangements for digital
television are needed to accommodate
our planned new channels. The
schedule information needed to
support onscreen programme guides
and other navigation systems needs
further development as the range of
our services becomes more complex
and the devices our audience uses
become more sophisticated. Further
development of the enhanced and
interactive capabilities of digital
television are needed to deliver the
exciting new media services being
designed by the BBC. And
broadcasters’ obligations to provide
audio description and signing services
to our audiences need innovative
technical solutions. BBC R&D’s work
remains central to our achieving
these aims. 

BBC R&D delivers competitive advantage to the BBC through
technology innovation.

As digital broadcasting platforms mature, BBC R&D faces a new
challenge – to create joined-up solutions which bring the benefits
of digital technology to the whole of the BBC’s production and
distribution chain.

Peter Bury
Head of
Research & Development
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Alongside the deployment of
services on the digital platforms, a key
objective for the BBC is modernising
programme production. Now tools are
becoming available which offer
integrated production solutions. We
can improve efficiency in programme
making, and we can also create new
ways for audiences to enjoy BBC
content. Production modernisation
gives the BBC R&D team a range of
new challenges and new fields to
work in. 

• Low-cost computers and
networks allow us for the first
time to handle large parts of the
production process, from
capture through editing and
archiving through to playout, on
standard IT platforms.
BBC R&D’s ORBIT project is
leading the world in building the
tools to make this possible.

• We are making use of our
expertise in digital television
transmission to develop the
world’s first digital radio camera.
The prototype radio camera
offers creative flexibility as well
as reliability, in the studio, as
well as in outside broadcasts.
Our operational colleagues are
very keen to get it into
regular use. 

• Our work on virtual reality
production has made major
progress, offering further
flexibility for programme-makers
and enabling whole new types of
programme to be made. We are
working very closely with the
BBC’s Imagineering group to

make technical innovations
available to support new
programme concepts.

• New plasma panels are coming
to market, with direct digital
interfaces designed by BBC R&D
and showing to their full value
the high definition BBC
programmes that BBC R&D is
helping to create. 

• Our work applying speech
recognition to subtitling is now
fully operational within the BBC,
delivering significant efficiency
improvements in the Subtitling
Unit. The work of the BBC R&D
team and our commercial
partners was rewarded with
the RTS prize for
Innovative Applications.

We have been working at the leading
edge of the development of personal
video recorders. BBC R&D has been a
leader in the international effort to
create standards for such services; and
has been closely involved in the launch
of the first commercial personal video
recorder in the UK. 

A further priority for BBC R&D is
in planning for the eventual switch-over
from analogue to digital television
broadcasting. We are modelling the
scenarios for the transition, to ensure
that the BBC continues to deliver
service to all our licence fee payers.
This has involved a major collaboration
between our spectrum planning team,
and our system engineers, as well as
with the other broadcasters in the UK,
extending coverage for digital terrestrial
television and digital radio and
managing the knock-ons for existing

analogue services. As our European
neighbours begin to deploy digital
television and radio services of their
own, our work is a vital protection
against interference from abroad. 

At the same time, our System
Design Group has been heavily involved
in planning the implementation of the
BBC’s second digital phase; the new
‘MacTaggart’ services.

The year has also seen major
progress in the design and development
of Digital Radio Mondiale, a
broadcasting system for digital radio in
the AM bands which is needed by
World Service to modernise the
delivery of their services around the
world for the coming century.

The technology environment is
changing fast, giving the BBC new
opportunities to exploit our technical
skills in the commercial sphere. BBC
Technology, the new commercial arm of
the BBC’s technical resources, has been
launched. BBC R&D is working closely
with BBC Technology: it helps us bring
the benefits of technical innovation
faster to the BBC and gives us a route
to exploit our intellectual property
more profitably in the market. 

We have an outstanding team of
engineers, scientists and mathematicians
in BBC R&D. The quality of their work,
and the energy and commitment of all
the BBC R&D staff, is the reason why
demand for our work is booming. The
past year has seen some remarkable
achievements, and we look forward to
even more in the coming year.
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YOUNG TECHNOLOGIST
OF THE YEAR
BBC R&D’s Justin Mitchell was named
‘young technologist of the year’ by
the London branch of the Royal
Television Society, for his pioneering
work on the development of digital
terrestrial television. He led our team
that worked with LSI Logic to design
the prototype receiver chips for
digital terrestrial television set-top
boxes. Launched in April 1998, the
chips set the industry standard,
becoming the market leader for
consumer and professional use.

We are always delighted when our work is recognised by our peers.
This year’s awards are especially pleasing as they are the result of long
term commitments to public service broadcasting.



ENGINEER OF THE
YEAR
John Sykes was named ‘engineer
of the year’ in the Production
Solutions Awards at the International
Broadcasting Convention
in Amsterdam.

The award recognised John’s
outstanding contribution to the
development of digital broadcasting in
Britain and around the world. As Head
of Transmission Systems Group, John
has been at the forefront of the
development of digital television and
radio since their beginnings in the
1980s, working with international
bodies on standards for both analogue
and digital technology. 

More recently John has been
working as part of the Digital Radio
Mondiale consortium helping to
develop a standard for digital
broadcasting in the AM bands
below 30 MHz. 

Although awarded to him,
John Sykes recognised that ‘The award
reflects the tremendous creativity,
imagination and energy of the many
engineers and support staff in
BBC R&D who have contributed to
the continuing success of digital
broadcasting in both Britain and
around the world.’ 

RTS JUDGES  AWARD
FOR TECHNICAL
INNOVATION
This year the RTS Judges’ Award for
technical innovation was given to the
BBC DTT technical team for their
contribution to the development of
digital terrestrial television.

The BBC took the lead in
developing the technology for digital
television to guarantee that it could
deliver public service programmes to
the widest possible audience. The work
was carried out by a team working
mainly at BBC R&D, but which
included others in many BBC
Departments. The BBC team not only
established a technical lead, but by
publishing its results and by working
with other organisations it has
encouraged others to follow. The work
we did was crucial to the timely
delivery of working technology for
both the broadcast network and the
consumers’ set-top boxes.

This award recognised the vital
contribution which the BBC has made
and continues to make to the
deployment of digital television in the
United Kingdom.

RTS INNOVATIVE
APPLICATIONS AWARD
We were particularly pleased when
Assisted Subtitling won the RTS Award
for Innovative Applications. We were
joint recipients along with
BBC Subtitling, 20/20 Speech Ltd., and
Softel Ltd. This work was an example
of research which might never have
happened if it were not for the BBC
and our public service obligations.
Work on subtitling, originally
conceived for the hard of hearing, has
brought benefits for many people
watching television.

The project embraced fundamental
research and showed how it could be
applied to real problems and lead to
real products in the market. Both
20/20 Speech Ltd, and Softel Ltd were
involved in the project, developing a
system which combines together text
analysis, speech recognition, shot
change detection and other techniques
to help in the preparation of subtitles.
Together with BBC Subtitling we were
able to create a product which really
works, giving significant savings in time
without compromising quality in
any way.
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We can make significant savings if we use
mass-market IT hardware to replace
specialised broadcasting equipment. Bit-rate
reduction would be necessary to make a
practical implementation, with the
consequent need to decode signals to
uncompressed form and recode again at
various places in the broadcasting chain.
The ATLANTIC project provided the means
of doing this without the progressive
deterioration in quality normally experienced
with repeated decoding and recoding.

The BBC makes extensive use of IT
equipment for business applications and has
extensive IT networks linking its premises.
If television programme-handling and office-
based systems can be linked to each other in
a common system, many production tasks
can be readily effected via personal
computers on the office desktop and the
BBC’s media assets can be managed
more efficiently.

The ORBIT pilot demonstrates the way
this concept can be implemented.

We are already seeing many applications
for the technology as the BBC re-engineers
its production facilities. The new Pacific Quay
facility in Glasgow, the proposed Mailbox in
Birmingham and the new Broadcast Centre
Project in London are all likely to benefit
from these ideas. 

THE CONCEPT
ORBIT starts from the premise that nearly
all of the various processes in a broadcast
centre can be performed in equipment
interconnected via a network. Of course, this
is only possible if the material is in digital
form. Programme material is acquired and
stored on file servers which are connected
to the production, playout and archive areas
by way of IT networks. Many of the editorial
decisions are made whilst using standard
desk-top PC terminals. The technology can
be implemented more rapidly if the video is
compressed – to reduce the bandwidth
required on the network and the storage
required on the servers. The challenge for
ORBIT is to recommend and demonstrate

The ORBIT project is a pilot to show how inexpensive IT equipment can perform
most of the broadcast processes currently requiring expensive specialised
production equipment. A major benefit of an IT-based system is that the storage
and manipulation of metadata and programme essence (i.e. the audio and the
video) can be tightly linked to give greatly improved efficiency in the management
of media assets.
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the best practices for a high quality,
flexible implementation at a low cost.

ORBIT is working with several
other projects within the BBC to
ensure that early use can be made of
the results. There are links with SMEF,
BBAMS, Jupiter and Pacific Quay
(which are BBC initiatives which
represent different elements of the
whole broadcast chain, from source
to playout and archiving).

BACKGROUND
ORBIT was planned to incorporate
the requirements of television’s
operational areas. For playout, material
can be either recorded or live.
Recorded material is stored in file
servers and played to air via the
presentation desk in the playout area.
Programmes for live transmission,
from local studios or outside
broadcasts, will be passed directly to
the presentation desk. The material
stored on the servers comprises both
video and audio programme material

(known as essence) and the
descriptive data describing the
programme, known as metadata. Some
of the metadata might be broadcast –
for example as teletext. However,
much of it will relate to the business
side of broadcasting and be
kept confidential. 

The use of metadata is expected
to grow rapidly once the facilities
become available and formats are
standardised.

In the future, production offices
will be created in which a number of
editors work together on the same
programme or series of programmes
using desktop terminals. They will have
networked access to servers which
hold all the material captured in the
studio, or acquired by conventional
means. The suggestion is that
preliminary selection, editing and final
assembly of the material will be done
using IT technology and infrastructure.
The finished programme will be put
together in a separate edit area, to
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provide better listening and viewing
conditions. Edit decision lists from the
production office will be exported to
the edit area for refinement prior to
the final conforming of edits.

Many of the cost and efficiency
savings are obtained because the initial
searching of material can be carried out
using existing, inexpensive office IT
facilities. A high degree of data
compression will enhance this
efficiency. A reduced-quality version of
the programme will be produced
specifically for browsing via online
access, and suitable for fast, slow and
reverse replay (i.e. shuttling). 

The production area needs to be
able to read, contribute, add to or
modify the existing metadata if the full
efficiencies are to be achieved.

The archive is an area which could
reap a huge benefit from ORBIT. The
ability to browse archive material easily,
with more rapid and convenient access
than by using distribution on VHS tape
(which is currently the normal method
of delivery) and supported by full
metadata facilities, will encourage

producers to make better use of the
material in the archives.

THE PROPOSED
IMPLEMENTATION
For the full benefit of an IT-based
system to be realised in an operation
the size of the BBC’s, a very large
number of IT devices need to be
interconnected. Any implementation of
such a system needs to be resilient,
re-configurable and scalable. Different
configurations are needed to fulfil
different business needs, and the system
has to be capable of expansion to fulfil
future needs. The system needs to be
able to contract too, and adapt
appropriately to accommodate partial
failures (e.g. the loss of one or more of
the servers) when these occur.

The IT devices will often be
clustered together in areas providing
capture, production, archiving or
playout facilities, but there will also be
the need for connections over greater
distances, such as between
regional centres. 

Ethernet is proposed as the main
network system. It is relatively
inexpensive, and is already implemented
on a large scale throughout the BBC. It
would seem to be very suitable for

applications which do not depend upon
the real-time exchange of signals.

There will be extensive use of
CORBA middleware, to facilitate the
interconnection of the various IT
devices with each other. The
middleware is effectively a common
standardised layer of software which
looks after the network
interconnections, and scalability, but
hides them from the users so that their
perception of the system is simplified.
All of the devices connected into the
system are capable of communicating
with other workstations file servers
and processing equipment through this
middleware. Each manufacturer has to
provide a single interface to the
network using middleware rather than
a host of different interfaces to each of
the separate systems in turn. 

In order to make a practical
IT-based system capable of handling
and storing digital television signals, it is
necessary to use a substantial degree of
bit-rate reduction. A full-quality video
signal needs typically about 270 Mbit/s.
Using video compression, the bit rate
can be reduced to 10 to 20 Mbit/s
whilst still preserving very good image
quality, adequate for the majority of
studio and post-production operations.
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Repeated coding and decoding
between 270 MBit/s and the
compressed signal could severely
reduce quality. We propose to use
Mole technology to maintain quality
throughout the distribution chain.
Mole technology was developed in the
former EC-funded ACTS ATLANTIC
project, and standardised by the
SMPTE. ‘Mole’ as a registered trade
mark of one of the partners of the
ATLANTIC consortium.

ATLANTIC also provides the
technology for transcoding video

signals from studio bit-rates to the
lower bit-rates required for
distribution at the best possible
quality.

HANDLING PROGRAMME
MATERIAL
We have demonstrated the feasibility
of using IT facilities in an ORBIT-type
system. The functions demonstrated
include source signal intake, coding
and storing of full-quality and browse
versions of the programme, metadata-
assisted searching, browsing of
material and browse editing.
New functions are being added as the
system develops, and as consultation
with users progresses.

To handle the essence in digital
form, high-performance video
coding, decoding and transcoding
software, based on technology from
the earlier ATLANTIC project, is
under development.

With any networked production
facility, one of the vital issues is the
efficient exchange of programme
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content via the network and between
adjoining networks. To assess this, the
existing demonstrator is being
expanded, with the connection of a
further network of servers and clients.

ANCILLARY DATA ABOUT
THE PRODUCTION:
THE METADATA
Programme metadata is to be used to
help streamline the overall programme
production process. This is achieved
directly with such commonplace
functions as edit decision lists (EDLs)
and clip names, but it also assists less
directly, but no less importantly, by
handling copyright and other
programme related information.
Our intention is to provide full
metadata functionality. 

The BBC’s requirements for
metadata have been studied extensively
by the BBC’s Media Data Group which
has proposed a set of data definitions
for the type of data used in the
production, development, use and
management of media assets, otherwise
known as the standard media exchange
framework (SMEF). ORBIT aims to
carry out metadata functions in
conformity with the SMEF data models.
Based on our ‘user’ consultations, a
detailed data model for the metadata in
the Phase 2 ORBIT pilot has been
developed, and this is being

transformed into appropriate software
systems by our contractors, INESC.

THE ESSENTIAL
STANDARDISATION
A concept such as that proposed by
ORBIT can only really succeed if other
organisations accept and adopt the
proposal. This requires effort to be set
aside for standardisation. We are
highlighting issues in MPEG and
Pro-MPEG, as well as on the new
Metadata working group of the AES
Standards Committee, and in the
SMPTE groups concerned with systems
and metadata/wrappers. 

The BBC are founder members of
the Advanced Authoring Format
Association. The AAF have created a
standard, MXF, that enables content
creators to easily exchange digital
content and metadata. It can work
across different platforms, and between
different systems and applications.
This standard is a vital component in
multimedia broadcasting, delivering an
open standard which will avoid the
soaring costs which might have been
the case if we had proprietary
standards and file formats. MXF is the
IT equivalent of Rec. 601, the standard
used for connecting digital video
around studios. 

BBC R&D is a leading contributor
of ideas and user requirements in these

fora, which are setting the policy for
our industry.

PROMOTING THE
CONCEPT
The Phase I demonstration,
incorporating software from the
Portuguese Instituto de Engenharia de
Sistemas e Computadores, INESC, was
completed in April 2000. Since then,
demonstrations of the available
functionality (see above) have been
given to representatives of major BBC
projects. These have included BCP,
POMS, Pacific Quay and BBAMS, and
external organisations. 

With the creation of BBC
Technology Ltd., we now have an
opportunity to implement ORBIT
technology rapidly in the BBC and
external projects.
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Producers and directors have the
opportunity to use cable-free cameras in a
wider variety of productions, indoors in
studios as well as outdoors. The new digital
technology gives freedom and flexibility –
enabling the camera to go to places that
were not possible before.

BENEFITS
Cable-free cameras, or radio cameras,
provide complete freedom of movement for
the camera operator to obtain interesting
shots or to follow fast action. Radio
cameras are commonly used at location
broadcasts, particularly sports events. Now
with the new digital technology, directors
can use these cameras for indoor
productions too.

Production benefits
• Complete freedom of movement.
• Flexibility in use.
• Minimises need for extra cameras.
• Improvement to safety – no

trailing cables.
• Eases set design.

• Reduced set up time.

THE NEW TECHNOLOGY
The underlying technology for the digital
cable-free camera is DVB-T. This uses
COFDM – the proven system used for
digital terrestrial television in Europe.
It is rugged and provides special immunity
to echoes – the main problem for
cable-free cameras.

Recent advances in Large Scale
Integration have made a portable transmitter
feasible. This is small enough and light enough
to be carried in a back pack on the camera.

We use MPEG-2 or DV video
compression to minimise the amount of
data that needs to be transmitted, and to
maximise the ruggedness of the system.
The applications of current prototype
system are limited by the long 18-frame
video coding and decoding delay in the
MPEG-2 video encoder. It is difficult to cut
from the radio camera to a fixed camera
with any programmes containing a large
amount of music or speech.

We are working on two approaches for
a low-delay video coder, but it is too early
to report on these in detail.

We are also working with a microwave
manufacturer on a new version of the
prototype that is more suited to everyday
operational use: it is more rugged and
better integrated with the video camera.

BBC R&D ANNUAL REVIEW 17

Cable-free cameras have been used for years in sports, news and outside
broadcasts. Unfortunately, with analogue transmission the pictures often break
up. Now, with new digital technology, we can offer a more reliable link.
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TRIALS,
DEMONSTRATIONS AND
BROADCASTS
Our digital radio camera prototypes
have been used in trials and broadcasts
at a number of locations to gain
operational experience. 

Our trials have included typical
outdoor events such as Match of the
Day and horse racing at Ascot, and
some extreme indoor events such as
the International Broadcasting
Convention and trials in the Barbican
Centre, a complex of concert halls and
theatre areas in London.

Experience outdoors was that the
system is much easier to set up and
operate than an analogue system. One
expected benefit, non-line-of-sight
operation, was not always possible at
locations where suitable reflective
paths for the signal were not available. 

We found that rugged reception is
obtained indoors, even non-line of

sight, due to the ability of the system to
make constructive use of any reflected
signal. Both the Barbican and the IBC
exhibition halls showed this effect
clearly, turning, what would normally be
a radio camera nightmare requiring
large steerable dishes, into something
that is easy to set up using a simple
receive antenna.

When the digital radio camera has
been used on broadcasts, for example
at the London Mayoral Election in the
Queen Elizabeth Hall, London, for the
Great North Run in Newcastle where a
camera on a motorbike followed the
runners over a 13-mile course on
public roads, and at a cross-country run
in Durham using the camera on a four-
wheeled buggy following the runners, it
was found that obtaining good
reception was much simpler than with
the equivalent analogue system.
Especially outdoors, it was essential to
maintain light-of-sight reception at
the power level available from
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COFDM MODULATOR
LICENSING
If radio cameras were widely available
at reasonable cost then this could
result in cost reductions in production
and outside broadcasts by enabling a
‘cable-free’ environment.

In order to stimulate the industry
and hasten the cable-free era, BBC R&D
is making available, under licence,
designs for a compact COFDM
modulator board. A licence has been
taken by several companies within
the industry. 

HISTORY
Of course, we already have analogue
radio cameras – so why is digital
so important?

Cable-free cameras, or radio
cameras, whether analogue or digital,
provide complete freedom of
movement for the camera operator to
obtain interesting shots or to follow
fast action.

Analogue radio cameras are
commonly used at outside broadcasts,
particularly sports events, but there is
the problem that the picture is often
disturbed due to poor radio frequency
transmission conditions. The problem
is that the signal bounces off walls,
vehicles, trees and people, and distorts
the received signal. This leads to
colour flutter and, in extreme
circumstances, break-up, and this has
hindered the wider acceptance of
radio cameras in general programme
production, particularly in studios.

In addition to the camera operator,
many broadcasters employ a second
person to point a directional antenna.
This is an expensive option, and often
leads to comic errors if the two
people cannot co-ordinate their
actions properly.

The problem of picture break
up was partly solved by better
antennas, and it is this route which
has provided the BBC with
competitive advantage in the past.
We have used carefully crafted
antennas offering pure circular
polarisation – a known method of
avoiding simple reflections. We have
also used intelligent
directional antennas.

But this was only a partial solution
– it is not possible to completely
eliminate the characteristic
imperfections of
analogue transmission.
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Virtual production is a relatively new
television technique in which all or part of
the scenery is inserted into the image
electronically, rather than being physically
present. This can save time and money, by
eliminating the need to build, transport, rig,
break down and store physical sets. 

Virtual Studios also provide new artistic
freedom, since we can create backgrounds
that are physically impossible to build in a
real studio. However, virtual studio
techniques must fit in well with current
studio practices, and must not place
significant limitations on what is possible.
They must also be capable of producing a
high degree of realism.

CAMERA TRACKING SYSTEM
In virtual production, it is vital that we know
the precise position of the camera to ensure
that the virtual background image is correctly
inserted. We have developed a system that
measures the position and orientation of
each camera using markers placed on the
studio ceiling. A small auxiliary camera
mounted on the main camera and a
processing unit to analyse the image allows
us to compute the camera position from the
known marker positions. The system is
licensed to Radamec Broadcast Systems who
market it under the name free-dTM .

2D VIRTUAL
PRODUCTION SYSTEM
If the camera is restricted to pan, tilt and
zoom, with no lateral movements, then there
is no need to use an expensive graphics
computer to render a new view of the three-
dimensional world every frame. The virtual
background can be represented as a flat
image which is transformed to simulate the
effects of camera panning, tilting and
zooming. We have developed a specialised
digital video effects unit for performing such
transformations, on either a still or a moving
image. The system is licensed to Radamec
Broadcast Systems who market it under the
name Virtual Scenario.

TRUMATTE
Conventional chroma-key techniques require
the use of a brightly-lit background of a
uniform colour, usually blue. It can be a time-
consuming task to light such a background,
and difficult or impossible to use subtle
lighting effects on the actors. Our solution to
this is a method using a retro-reflective
cyclorama cloth and a ring of coloured lights
around the camera lens. This ensures that the
background always appears brightly-lit to the
camera, regardless of the setting of the
studio lights, which can instead be set for the
desired dramatic effect.

We are promoting the use of the current Virtual Production technologies, and are
investigating the use of virtual studios to originate content for new media such as
three-dimensional television, interactive or immersive television and video games.
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INTRODUCTION OF THE
TECHNOLOGY
INTO STUDIOS
Virtual production techniques have not
yet gained widespread acceptance in
the BBC, although there is growing
interest among programme-makers
interested in creating innovative kinds
of programmes. We have been working
with production staff to identify the
best ways of applying virtual
production technology to particular
programmes. We have also helped BBC
Resources in applying the technology
to non-BBC productions, including a
large-budget feature film. 2D virtual
production is the most widely-used
method within the BBC at present; a
recent example of this was the 2000
Olympics coverage, which used several
Virtual Scenario systems to generate
virtual windows behind the presenters
overlooking Sydney Harbour.

One factor that is holding back the
widespread adoption of virtual
production technology is cost. We

have been studying recent
developments in PC graphics cards to
determine whether consumer-type
cards may be suitable for use in
professional applications. The
performance of some modern cards is
approaching that of high-end three-
dimensional graphics computers, at a
small fraction of the cost, although
features such as broadcast-standard
video output and genlocking are
usually not available. With the price of
image rendering systems dropping, the
price of other system elements can
become significant. We are looking at
the possibility of implementing a
simplified camera tracking system
using a PC to measure camera
movement by real-time image analysis.
This is based on work we carried out
some years ago, but until recently it
has not been feasible to implement
this on a cheap general-purpose
computer.

THE NEXT GENERATION
OF VIRTUAL
PRODUCTION 

Prometheus
The PROMETHEUS collaborative
project is now into its second year.
The project will demonstrate an end-
to-end three-dimensional programme
chain, using virtual studio techniques
and incorporating high-quality virtual
actors. The scene will be encoded as a
collection of three-dimensional models
using the new MPEG-4 coding
standard, and the decoded scene will
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be displayed on a three-dimensional
display. The technology being developed
will be of use both in conventional
virtual production, as well as
demonstrating what might be possible
for new kinds of media, including
interactive TV and three-dimensional
TV.

Within the project, we have
developed a system for tracking the
positions of actors in a virtual studio.
This can be used to automatically
generate the mask signals required to
allow actors to walk around a virtual
object, as well as to allow the simple
representation of actors as animated
three-dimensional objects in a three-
dimensional world. The actor tracking
system is based on the hardware
developed for free-dTM , and works by
analysing the silhouettes of actors
against a Truematte floor. 

We are looking at several methods
of representing actors, using the video
signal from a studio camera mapped
onto a simple three-dimensional
representation of a person. Other
partners in the project are developing a
marker-free motion capture system and
real-time clothing animation software
that will allow fully-virtual actor models
to be used.

We have been working with one
project partner to assess the feasibility
of a glasses-free three-dimensional
display, based on the principle of
integral imaging. This is a good
contender as a future domestic three-
dimensional display, although we have
found that the system needs to be

based on a very high resolution flat
display in order to produce images with
a good depth range. Such displays are
not yet readily available. We have also
been assessing more conventional
three-dimensional display systems,
based on dual projectors and
polarised glasses.

Metavision
This year has seen the start of the
METAVISION collaborative project. This
project is developing a camera system
that will capture images in such a way
as to make conversion to high-
definition film and video easily possible.
It will also gather a lot of information
about the scene, including depth. We
are evaluating several methods of
measuring depth in images and looking
at the kinds of application that can
benefit from such information. Relevant
applications include three dimensional
television and model creation, and
special effects in post-production.

MPEG-4 
MPEG-4 is the next generation of
digital video (and audio) compression. It
extends the coding capabilities of
MPEG-2 by allowing a scene to be
composed of several individually-coded
objects, rather than coding the image as
a single entity. The visual coding tools
provided include tools designed
especially for moving video (similar to
MPEG -2), still pictures, text, two- and
three-dimensional graphics, as well as
animated human face and body models.
MPEG-4 provides audio coding tools

specially adapted for speech, music,
text-to-speech, synthetic (or
structured) audio and acoustic
rendering. MPEG-4 is now an
International Standard, with further
enhancements due to be added shortly.

We are examining the potential for
using MPEG-4 in several applications.
One application is the encoding of
animated three-dimensional scenes
produced using virtual production
techniques, which we are investigating
in the Prometheus project described
above. Another application is the
provision of additional multimedia
material in association with a digital
broadcast. This is a key aspect of the
SAMBITS collaborative project, which
will demonstrate a studio system for
adding MPEG-4 elements to a digital
television broadcast. 

One example of the kind of service
that SAMBITS could support is the
provision of sign language. Another
example is delivering interactive three-
dimensional models associated with a
programme. We are working with a
production team in BBC Science to
examine how high-quality models
originally produced for creating
animated video clips can be converted
to MPEG -4 format and delivered to
viewers. We are also examining other
possible formats for sending three-
dimensional models over the Internet.
MPEG-4 may also find application in the
provision of low bit rate video, both for
delivery via the Internet and as a
‘browse’ format for viewing video on
PCs over an intranet.
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ELECTRONIC CINEMA GOES
HIGH DEFINITION
In the US, cinemas are converting to high
definition electronic projection, allowing films
to be delivered more cheaply without the
use of film stock (e.g. Toy Story, Star Wars).
The system has a resolution comparable with
35 mm film and much higher than that of
normal television. Home cinema, based on
a high definition version of DVD which is
expected in 2002, could bring that into the
home, films and sport being the
killer applications. 

This trend towards high definition is
becoming established as the necessary high
definition television production and post-
production equipment is now available. Also
new computers can now generate animations
in high definition, as they have done for
normal television for the past couple of
years.

BUT HIGH DEFINITION
NEEDS A LARGE DISPLAY
The best domestic high definition displays
(up to 60 inches) are plasma display
panels, currently costing about £10,000 for
a good one. The cheapest are based on

front- or back-projection, at about £2,500.
High definition can obviously also be
displayed on conventional televisions but
converters can make set-top boxes expensive
and the high definition experience is lost.

THE MARKET FOR HIGH
DEFINITION IS DEVELOPING 
The commencement of high definition
broadcasting in the US is opening the market
for matching programmes. Although some
new US digital services broadcast signals
compatible with existing analogue
services,140 US broadcasters are now on the
air with true high definition transmissions.
There are, however, only a few thousand high
definition digital receivers in use in the US. 

In Japan, the analogue high definition
standard is currently being withdrawn and
being replaced with digital high definition. The
BBC has a digital satellite slot, in
collaboration with BS Asahi. This service
opened on 1st December 2000 with an
episode from Ancient Voices (up-converted for
high definition broadcasting).

High definition production and broadcasting are becoming a fact of life around the
world.
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BROADCASTERS
COMMIT TO HIGH
DEFINITION 
The Discovery Channel has
announced an early start into high
definition and that it will fund the
production of 100 hours of high
definition this year. Others are building
archives of high definition
programmes, converting films to high
definition and covering some live
sport events in high definition.
Broadcasters in the US and Japan are
associating high definition with high
value programmes. They are asking
about the potential of the BBC to
deliver future landmark series, like Life

of Mammals, in high definition instead
of Super 16 film format. 

HOW WILL HIGH
DEFINITION GROW?
It is predicted that there will be a
slow growth of high definition in the
US. It will be slow because they need
to replace both receiving and display
equipment with expensive
components, and at present there is a
large number of competing digital high
definition standards. It might take five
years to achieve significant penetration
of high definition in the US; 1% of
homes might equip for high definition
each year. High definition could be
introduced in the UK through high
value sport services (to pubs and
clubs) and via the worldwide
distribution of high definition
DVD’s and the availability of cheap
high definition DVD players installed
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in computers with high
resolution displays.

BBC R&D HIGH
DEFINITION ACTIVITIES 
Although the BBC has a lot of
experience in making standard
definition programmes, the majority of
the experience in making high definition
productions at one time resided in a
small group within the Research &
Development team. Much of the work
this year has been aimed at passing
information on production experience
and high definition technology from
BBC R&D to the relevant departments.
Key staff have been attached to BBC
Production and training sessions have
been given in collaboration with
Training Department. BBC R&D and the
SMART Ventures team have assisted
BBC Production, Resources and

Worldwide in bidding for high
definition commissions. 

We have also played a major rôle
in the production Last of the Blonde
Bombshells. This was a complex
production, created on 35 mm, and
delivered in both standard definition
in the UK, and in high definition in
the USA. There were many technical
hurdles to be overcome, and we
advised how both the picture and the
sound should be processed efficiently
to give the required product.

Our new high definition projector
and multi-standard video-tape recorder
have enabled us to give presentations
which have helped programme makers
to understand which programmes work
well on larger screens and which
programmes are suitable for up-
conversion and delivery in high
definition formats. This experience
helps us to assess the new cameras,

lenses, post-production systems and
ranges of video-tape recorders which
are now being offered commercially. 

As a result of this work, there is
now, in the BBC, the know-how and the
technology to be able to produce
programmes in high definition and,
working together with SMART
Ventures, properly to account for the
costs and benefits of high definition.
The familiarity with high definition
technology is also being applied in
support of bids by BBC Technology Ltd
for contracts to install digital
production and broadcasting facilities in
the USA.
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ASSAVID
ASSAVID is an international
collaborative project aimed at the
automated generation of metadata
for sports programmes. If successful,
the software developed by the
project would be able, automatically,
to review sports recordings and
identify features, such as goals in
football, the end of a race, successful
sinking of a putt in golf etc, and
note the details into a searchable
database. The process combines
analysis of both the sound and the
picture to identify events. Clearly,
this information will make it easier
for sports producers to track down

key sports features when they
prepare new programmes from
their recordings.

The general problem – that of
describing all events, whatever their
nature – was too large to be solved
using current technology, hence the
restriction to sports events. Our part
of the project was to define the typical
needs of a broadcaster for such a
system, ensuring that the important
issues were addressed. This was helped
by the first hand involvement of a
producer on attachment to
BBC R&D from BBC Sports. Practical
input about the real process helped to
provide a detailed set of user

The BBC is now using its archives more intensively. 
To help improve efficiency, we are considering new techniques for

the creation and manipulation of descriptive metadata. The manual
process used in the past is tedious and operational pressures mean
that it is often left incomplete. Automatic creation of metadata, whilst
desirable, is, as yet, an incompletely understood process. 

We are also improving the quality of material recorded in a variety
of formats, which may have been corrupted by PAL coding or
standards conversion.



requirements. The project is now going
through a cycle of development. It has
about ten hours of programme material
that we have selected, together with
data on vocabulary usage and an audio
transcription. The selection and variety
of material on the tapes should help
the partners to test the software they
are creating, giving a better chance that
they can successfully complete the task.

PAL DECODING
The BBC’s television archives are a
valuable source of programme material
for the new digital services. However, a
lot of these programmes were
originated in PAL colour composite
format. These need to be decoded to
digital component form before they can
be reused.

In many cases, the decoder
introduces artefacts which are visible,
and sometimes compare badly with
other parts of the programme which
may have always been digital. There are
several different PAL decoders on the
market, all of which introduce different
design compromises. There is no
perfect design.

We have produced a novel PAL
decoder. The new PAL decoder is
complementary – the original PAL
signal can be regenerated from its
output. This allows future proofing of
PAL archives without the need to keep
original archive tapes (and the machines
on which to play them). If, one day, a
better PAL decoder becomes available,
the original PAL signal can be
reconstituted from the digital recording
and then decoded properly.

The new decoder works in the
Fourier transform domain. It exploits
the spectral symmetry of the
modulated chrominance signal to
separate it from the luminance signal.
This technique is very effective at
removing the cross colour and cross
luminance patterns that are so common
in PAL originated material.

A problem of the legacy formats
such as PAL is ensuring that archive
tapes will be useful in the future. BBC’s
Archives have completed the transfer
of two-inch Quad tapes to modern
formats, and are now transferring their
one-inch C format tapes. These are
being transferred both to D3, a digital
PAL format, and to Digital Betacam.

A complementary decoder would allow
us to transfer all the tapes to common
digital format, without fear that we are
irretrievably losing some of the signal in
the process.

BBC’s Archives have shown a lot of
interest in the new PAL decoder, and
work is now underway to turn the idea,
supported by computer simulations,
into some useful hardware.

REVERSE STANDARDS
CONVERSION
In the past, many TV programme
tapes were wiped instead of being
stored in the archives. Luckily, some
programmes have survived as copies
sold to other broadcasters, but often
these are only available in the American
60 Hz standard.

The standards converters used to
make these tapes were much simpler
than those used nowadays, with much
poorer picture quality. Using a normal
standards converter to convert back to
the European 50 Hz standard
compounds the problem, making the
programmes unbroadcastable.

Four years ago we developed a
method of converting these
programmes back to the European
50 Hz standard, extracting the best
possible quality by unpicking the
original conversion. This proved too
expensive to implement with the
technology of the day, but we believe it
may now be economically viable.
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Although many commercially available
dictation packages may give the impression
that speech recognition problems have been
solved, this is far from true. In the special
circumstances of dictation, the user works in
a controlled environment, trains the
recognition software to his/her own voice,
dictates using normal sentence constructs
and probably uses a very constrained
vocabulary. Each of these makes the task of
the recogniser that much simpler.

In the context of normal broadcast
sound tracks, the environment is very
varied (from studio, to the side of a road)
and even for a single programme many
voices will be encountered. Furthermore
the speech is often conversational (normal
sentence constructs do not apply) and can
be subject to interruptions, and a wide
vocabulary has to be accommodated (over
60,000 words, including person and place
names). The end result is that, under these
conditions, a significant number of mistaken
words may be generated by even the most
successful recogniser.

BENEFITS FOR THE BBC
What is needed is a careful analysis of what
speech recognition can do, rather than what
it cannot do, and from this comes a number
of applications where the errors do not

cause significant problems or where they can
be avoided.

Our main area of work has been on the
Assisted Subtitling project which uses speech
recognition techniques in a slightly unusual
way, to help prepare subtitles for pre-
recorded programmes. In addition, we have
continued our work in archive retrieval,
enhancing the experimental system developed
under the THISL project, and have also been
looking at how speech synthesis and
animated heads might be used.

ASSISTED SUBTITLING
The Assisted Subtitling project has been
developing a new approach to creating
subtitles for pre-recorded programmes, which
offers valuable savings in preparation time. 

Earlier work with speech recognition
indicated that the technology is not yet
accurate enough to produce subtitles directly
from a programme soundtrack. 

However, from these considerations, the
idea emerged that, as many pre-recorded
programmes are scripted, it is not necessary
to use a speech recogniser to re-create the
words that are spoken in the programme, but
we need to know when these words are
spoken. We can determine these timings by
using a speech recogniser in a different way.
In this case, we provide the scripted dialogue
and the speech recogniser will track through

Speech recognition is an imperfect technology, but we have developed
innovative applications for broadcasting which work despite the imperfections
of speech recognisers.
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the programme matching the text to
the soundtrack and giving a time for
the start and end of each word. From
these timings, we can produce subtitles
that are correctly synchronised to the
recorded dialogue. 

A significant difficulty encountered
early in this work was that
programmes scripts can differ
markedly in their style and layout and
may also contain typing errors. We
therefore developed software to
analyse script layouts to determine
those parts which are actor names and
dialogue, whilst rejecting the text of
stage directions or other unwanted
information. It is important for this to
work well, otherwise the subtitles
produced will require significant
editing to remove the unwanted text. 

Another development required in
this work was the automatic
assignment of colours for the subtitle
text for each actor in a programme.
Colour is often used to distinguish the
text of one person from that of

another, and is essential when their
text appears together in the same
subtitle. However, if actors appear
together, they must not be allocated
the same text colour otherwise the
subtitle would be very confusing for
the viewer. From the analysis of the
script, the software searches many
thousands of possible colouring
combinations to work out an optimum
assignment that makes the subtitle
presentation clear and unambiguous.

We have also developed software
to format the scripted text suitably for
subtitles. As this takes place, the
presence of shot changes in the video
must also be taken into account as the
preferred BBC style avoids having a
subtitle present at the instant of a
shot change. The software therefore
seeks an optimum format for each
subtitle, taking these and many other
factors into account. Once the
subtitles have been created, they are
reviewed by a subtitler who will
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correct any errors or modify the style
where this is felt to be of benefit.

An experimental version of this
complete system was installed in BBC
Subtitling Unit in early 1999 and during
2000 an enhanced version has been
developed. Over this time, it has
become clear that the technique offers
considerable scope for time-savings and
has the potential to achieve a 50%
reduction in preparation times for
pre-recorded programmes. 

No invention, however, is really
worthwhile until a means of
exploitation has been created. To this
end, we have been developing this
approach to subtitling with the speech
technology company 20/20 Speech Ltd
and have licensed it to the subtitling
equipment manufacturer, Softel Ltd.
By this means, the assisted subtitling
ideas become available not only to the
BBC’s own Subtitling Unit, but to the
industry as a whole.

These techniques are now in
regular use in both Glasgow and the
White City subtitling areas.

AND TWO USEFUL
SPIN -OFFS
The software modules developed for
Assisted Subtitling have also been put
together to provide a similar facility via
a web page on the BBC Intranet. This
page allows the user to upload just the
programme script and this is then
processed automatically by the server
to produce the dialogue text, colouring
details and an initial subtitle file. The

user can then download these as
required. In this simplified version, the
programme recording is not available to
the speech recogniser and so the
subtitles will not be properly
synchronised to the programme
dialogue. However, this still offers the
subtitler a useful short-cut in preparing
subtitles for some programmes.

In a similar way, a web page for
re-versioning subtitles has been
developed, and is again available on the
Intranet. In this case, bought-in
subtitles, which may not be suitable as
they stand, need to be edited to a style
more appropriate for the UK audience.
The web page automates the
conversion of the subtitle appearance
and removes much of the unskilled
work from this task.

ARCHIVE SEARCHING
USING SPEECH
RECOGNITION
The second main area of work in
speech recognition continued the work
started in EC-funded THISL project.
This project developed an archive
search system using speech recognition
of the programme sound. Although this
project formally ended in January 1999,
with the encouraging results achieved,
we continued to refine its features and
made the new version available on the
BBC Intranet. This now automatically
records and indexes about 35 hours of
radio and TV news and other
programmes each week and the entire
demonstrator archive can be accessed

using a search facility, which is
presented on the THISL page on our
Intranet. This archive has now built up
to over 4000 hours of programmes,
covering the last three years.

Interest in this approach to
indexing programmes has been
encouraging and we have been working
with one of the original project
partners, who is making the system
available commercially, to explore how
an enhanced system could be used in
different archive applications. 

SPEECH SYNTHESIS
Although our work in this area is still
in its infancy, we have an interest in
understanding how speech synthesis
might be used in many different
applications. This work started with the
Virtual Interactive Presenter project.
This project is exploring the use to an
interactive talking head to help a user
to navigate through an electronic
programme guide.

We have broadened our interest in
this field and are now also considering
other applications for this area of
speech technology.

THE PROOF OF
THE PUDDING!
Our work in developing the Assisted
Subtitling system was recognised in
November 2000 by the Royal Television
Society. We were delighted to receive
their Technical Innovation award in the
‘Innovative Applications’ category, for
this work.
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As an owner of many valuable programmes,
the BBC needs to ensure that it controls
their broadcasting and sale to legitimate
broadcasters and other customers. This has
always been the case but is being seen as
increasingly important with the advent of
digital broadcasts and sales on DVD, and the
potential for near-perfect digital copies being
made. To this end, we have been continuing
our work on means of identifying ownership
of content and the prevention of
unauthorised copying.

This work has included the evaluation of
commercial video systems on behalf of the
EBU, a pilot study in BBC News24 for the
automatic monitoring of the use of external
programme feeds and the development of
BBC R&D’s own contributions to the science.
In addition, we are advising operational areas
of the BBC about the potential uses of
watermarking and evaluating commercial
audio watermarking systems. 

TRIALS OF WATERMARKS
BY THE EBU
Members of the European Broadcasting
Union have a strong interest in the
development of watermarks for both video
and audio signals. We, as one of the EBU’s
members, participated in a test of four
watermarking systems which were submitted
for testing by manufacturers. 

Tests were carried out on the robustness
of the systems to a wide range of potential
impairments of the watermarks by common
video processing operations in a production
environment. These included picture shifts
and scaling, geometric distortions, both
un-noticeable and visually obvious, resampling
and the addition of gaussian white noise.
Several re-recording processes were also

tested, using standards ranging from the best
modern digital recorders to Beta SP and
domestic PAL machines. The watermark
systems were tested principally for the
resulting error rate in the embedded data
stream. We carried out no formal subjective
assessments. Those were done by other EBU
member organisations. After the scheduled
formal robustness tests, the equipment was
used to carry out supplementary tests on the
effects of watermarking on MPEG coding.

Results of the tests are available within
the BBC, but cannot be reported in full here.

A FIRST PILOT TEST IN
BBC NEWS24
A BBC News24 pilot study involved the
watermarking of one programme feed as it
entered the BBC News24 technical area.
The studio output was monitored
continuously and a log of detected
watermarks made. Overall, at a watermark
level that was judged to be just visible on
critical, high-quality material, the detector
succeeded with close to 100% reliability for
most pictures. However, there were some
types of picture for which reliable
watermarking was not possible, probably
because the nature of the pictures provided
very little scope for adding a non-visible
watermark. Those sorts of pictures failed to
provide a detectable watermark.

THE BALANCING ACT
The maximum permissible strength of an
embedded watermark is limited by the
visibility of the resulting artefacts in the
picture. That in turn depends on the nature
of the underlying picture. The expected
performance of a watermarking system is
also heavily dependent on the level of the

Watermarks offer a method of identifying broadcast material, but how
should we use them?
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embedded watermark. That function
can be an extremely steep one. Around
the threshold of reliable detection, the
margin against false positive detections
can be changed by three orders of
magnitude for one decibel change in
the watermark level. The allowable
watermark level is therefore crucial.
Production quality pictures may well
support less watermark addition than
distribution quality pictures. This may
lead to significant differences in the
potential for the application of
watermarking in the two
environments.

Watermarking is also a balance of
performance between the conflicting
parameters of visibility, robustness and
payload. Robustness is the ability of
the embedded watermark to survive
the processes encountered by the
signal between the embedding and
detection of the watermark. The
potential usefulness of a watermarking
system will depend both on these
parameters and the objectives. In the
pilot study with BBC News, it was
intended that watermarked segment
lengths should be identified with near
100% reliability and with a resolution
of about one second. That implied a
detection length of a little over half a
second. The balance of performance
and objectives was unfavourable. In
other situations, the identification of
longer segments and, perhaps, with
lower reliabilities may be useful. 

SO WHERE ARE WE?
Our testing has given us a good
understanding of the resilience of
watermarks. We believe that there is a
very fine dividing line between adding
sufficient watermark to make a system
robust and not adding so much that
visible artefacts are introduced. With
some systems that separation was
negative. Similarly, all the audio
watermarking systems tested
reasonably thoroughly have been found
to introduce significant
audible artefacts.

The current state of development
is such that it is probably not feasible
to consider watermarking in the
production process, at least not for
the marking of individual, short ‘clips’.
The pilot study with BBC News
demonstrated that, at present, the
detection of very short excerpts was
not completely reliable, even at
watermark strengths that would cause
noticeable impairments on some
pictures (using critical test material
and moderately experienced viewers).

So far, the watermarking work has
assumed high quality pictures in the
context of the production
environment. The balance of usability
may well be different in the
distribution environment, where the
picture quality is lower and, as a result,
more watermark signal can be added
without impairing the picture quality
significantly. However, another factor
then becomes significant. The addition
of noise-like signals is known to
increase the difficulty of digital coding
processes and, hence, results in lower
quality pictures for the same bit rate.
This remains to be studied in detail,
but it may be a vital factor in the
watermarking of the distribution chain.
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BBC R&D staff have been involved, with Radio and Television
staff, in the occasional surround sound recording or post-
production mix. This has enabled us to pass on our findings,
accumulated over a number of years, to the BBC’s programme
production staff. Recently our experience has been extended
through the MEDUSA project.

The MEDUSA project – Multichannel Enhancement of Domestic
User Stereo Applications – has explored many of the parameters of
multichannel sound in the domestic environment. The project
partners pooled their resources and expertise to tackle some of
the tangible and less tangible problems of surround sound
reproduction. For us as a broadcaster, one of the key issues is how
to create multichannel recordings which can be mixed down to
monophonic or stereophonic tracks for conventional broadcast
purposes, or, conversely to produce multichannel tracks from
stereophonic recordings. As well as good sound quality we need to
ensure that the positioning of the sound image is accurate and
reliable.

For the project partners, there was interest in the properties of
loudspeaker systems, and the way they interact with the room.
MEDUSA looked at different ways of equalisation to improve the
perceived reproduction of the multichannel system.

The findings of the MEDUSA project have wide applications in
consumer and professional audio, as well as creating a valuable basis
for future research work in spatial audio.

High street retailers are selling an increasing number of
home cinema systems. As well as a large display, these
systems usually come with a multichannel surround
sound system. The BBC is increasing the availability of its
programmes to overseas markets and on DVD so we
must be able to create programmes which can be
delivered with a variety of different sound options. It is
not a simple task to create a multichannel sound
recording which is also suitable for stereo- and mono-
phonic delivery.
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WIRELESS NETWORKS
The BBC has considerable interest in
emerging wireless technologies (such
as Bluetooth, Wireless LAN,
HiperLAN, HomeRF and UMTS) which
may be suitable for both professional
use and in domestic environments.
Professional applications could include
data channels for wireless camera
operations as well as wireless
interconnection of studio equipment. 

It is clearly of great importance to
the BBC to understand how new
technologies might be used in the
home environment for the
manipulation of its content.

The two important parameters are
capacity and reliability. We have carried
out comparative propagation tests for
Bluetooth and Wireless LAN in the
crowded and electrically noisy
environments that these systems will
encouter in practice. Bluetooth is
intended for short range (up to 10 m)
and modest bit-rates (up to 1 Mbit/s),
and aims to be very cheap, to allow its
main use to be in domestic products.
In practice it was found that Bluetooth
was often limited to lower values of
range and data throughput, which
somewhat restricts its use in the
professional environment. The IEEE
802.11 Wireless LAN standard, whilst
more expensive, can achieve a higher
range up to about 200 m and a
throughput of about 2 Mbit/s (or
more with a better antenna or if the
range is reduced). 

Emerging wireless technologies are offering new opportunities both in
production and domestic environments.



MOBILE WEB CAM
Within the BBC, BBC Imagineering is
considering exciting new ways of using
our digital delivery channels. One of
their productions Rush, is ‘an adrenaline
fuelled trip around the edge of Britain
and Ireland’. During production, they
would have ideally liked a mobile
webcam inside the production vehicle.
This would have transmitted web cam
pictures continuously from any location
back to the BBC web site.

Whilst this was technically feasible,
the cost would have been well beyond
the programme budget. We were
however, able to show the possibilities
and benefits of sending a series of
higher quality still pictures, from any
static or mobile location in the UK, at
extremely low cost. This has the
advantage that each picture can then be
carefully selected based on its merit (if
required). With reasonable compression
a 640 × 480 pixels picture (similar to a
full size TV picture) can be sent back to
base in around ten seconds using a
mobile phone link. A smaller picture
suitable for a web site could be sent
back in perhaps three seconds. (It is
now possible to buy a PC with a built-
in digital camera and plug-in GSM link,
so all the equipment required is now
available from just one device).

ANCILLARY SERVICES
The introduction of digital television
has brought about a growing awareness
of the need for sufficient frequencies
for programme making purposes. 

Multichannel capability is creating
an increasing demand for programme
material. However, a lot of equipment
used for services ancillary to
broadcasting operates in the frequency
bands used for television broadcasting.
These are now occupied by digital
television. The CEPT has recently
conducted a survey on spectrum usage
in Europe – the shared use of
broadcasting bands was confirmed to
be a major activity in many member
countries. There will be greater
pressures on the broadcasting spectrum
for ancillary services in future.

The use of spectrum for ancillary
services is licensed and largely managed
by JFMG Ltd. Nevertheless, we retain
the information and knowledge to
assess frequency-sharing possibilities
for the many radio microphone,
talkback and programme links that take
place in television Bands IV and V in
the UK, and provide maps which
indicate appropriate use of the
spectrum. The continuing development
of digital television services means that
the situation requires regular review.

A recent development that will assist
the BBC in its program making
activities is the digital cordless camera.
The primary frequency band to operate
such devices would normally be in the
2.5 GHz region, but these frequencies
are gradually becoming overcrowded or
assigned to new services. 

We investigated the sharing
potential in television Bands IV and V.
Although any such sharing must not
interfere with the reception of
television services, the low power
required by cordless cameras (much
less than 1 watt) means that the
interference range is small compared to
that normally experienced between
broadcasting stations. The study
revealed that one or more channels are
potentially available at the majority of
the BBC studio sites and frequently
used outside-broadcast locations. This
led to the conclusion that it is
worthwhile considering the
development a UHF version of the
cordless camera. Whilst by no means
providing a complete answer to the
frequency requirements, it does offer
new programme-making opportunities.
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The BBC has broadcast terrestrial digital
radio since 1995, but it is only during the
past year that receivers have been readily
available in high street shops. With this
renewed interest, it is important to provide
an infrastructure that can satisfy the demand
from the many radio stations wishing to take
advantage of this digital revolution.

SPECTRUM REQUIREMENTS
Spectrum is becoming a commodity that is
fiercely sought, so it is necessary for us to
promote the existence of digital radio and
demonstrate the Europe-wide demand for
such services. 

This is not something that can be
achieved in isolation. We need to co-ordinate
activities, preferably on a European or world
basis. WorldDAB (the organisation which
co-ordinates and promotes digital radio
worldwide) has picked up this challenge and
has promoted a study of spectrum
requirements in Europe.

Our contribution to the WorldDAB study
was a review of the future spectrum demand

for London and Southeast England, based on
an assessment of service growth over the
next ten years. This revealed a high latent
demand for radio channels, and a complex
variety of different service areas which need
to be considered (to provide a range of local
and regional programmes to match the needs
of the population). The review included the
possibility for migrating the existing services
from the FM and AM domains as well as the
potential for incorporating data services, such
as travel and news information. In order to
provide a truly UK perspective on the
requirements, inputs for our report were
taken from interested parties in the BBC and
the commercial radio sector, in particular the
Radio Authority.

The WorldDAB study was presented at
CEPT (the conference of European
governments which co-ordinates radio
frequency matters). From the reactions to
the paper, it is clear that there is similar
demand in many places around Europe. The
overall trend is for an increasing demand for
spectrum, particularly in the 1.5 GHz Band. 
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Digital radio is now a mature and established technology for delivering high quality
audio services to all types of radio receiver, from car radios through to hi-fi tuners.
Thanks to continuing research in this area, however, digital radio now offers much
more than simply ‘better radio’. New types of service are being developed that
make use of digital radio as a pure data channel which will take radio into the
multimedia age.
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In order to meet this growing
demand for spectrum for digital radio
in a number of European countries,
the CEPT is proposing a European
1.5 GHz Band Planning Meeting. The
intention is to provide additional
frequencies for terrestrial broadcasting
in Europe. This will restrict the options
if we ever wish to use satellites to
broadcast World Service programmes,
but Digital Radio Mondiale, the digital
short wave solution, is expected to
provide a satisfactory alternative. The
CEPT proposal is to make use of
seven channels previously reserved for
satellite services and assign them to
terrestrial services. As yet, no final
decision has been reached on a date
for the Planning Meeting; nevertheless
preparations are currently based on
the assumption that it will be held in
Spring 2002. We are participating in
the CEPT preparatory meetings that
have already prepared a timetable
outlining the steps leading to a

Planning Meeting and a questionnaire
to establish national requirements.
We are working with the
Radiocommunications Agency and the
Radio Authority to form a UK strategy
– the immediate goal being a fair share
of the spectrum for the UK.
Consideration of the detailed
assignments to broadcasters will
follow at a later date. Our work and
that within CEPT has brought out the
need to develop planning tools suitable
for introducing local stations (the
original plans were based on national
coverage).The European Broadcasting
Union is now acting as a focus for the
work, pulling together planning
methods suitable for planning services
with a range of coverage areas. This
will assist broadcasters with the
preparations for the two prospective
planning meetings – the CEPT meeting,
and a Regional Radiocommunications
Conference that is planned for 2005
by the International



Telecommunications Union, covering
spectrum allocations in Bands III, IV and V.
Whilst the ITU meeting is primarily for
digital television services, the
requirements of digital radio in Band III
will also have to be accommodated.

The original digital radio network
does not provide coverage to the
whole country. We have been taking
prudent steps to identify means of
expanding coverage. In this respect we
now have added a plan for serving 70%
of the population of Northern Ireland,
to existing plans for future
consolidation (i.e. filling the gaps) and
extension of the national network in
England, Scotland, and Wales.

In terms of real coverage extension,
we have planned two new digital radio
stations at Craigkelly in Scotland and
Hemel Hempstead in England. These
represent a further step beyond the
original 29 transmitting stations and
bring the overall coverage to an
estimated 63% of the UK population.
We have also gained regulatory
approval for the final antenna
characteristics at two stations that had
been operating on reduced power since
their service launch in 1998.

Antenna surveys by helicopter have
been carried out at many of the digital
radio transmitter sites. Most of the
transmitting antennas have been found
to be satisfactory. One notable
exception is Emley Moor where an
antenna re-adjustment was needed to
meet the station design specification
and achieve the desired coverage.

The success of digital radio has
been enhanced over the past year by
the rapid rollout of coverage by the
independent national broadcaster
Digital One who have plans to achieve
coverage well in excess of 80% by
2002. Moreover, the Radio Authority
is licensing local multiplexes and these
are coming on air at the rate of one
per month. 

The proximity of frequencies used
for these digital local radio services,
where the stations for the new services
are not co-sited with existing
transmissions, may result in small pools
of interference to BBC national
services. This situation can be resolved
by the addition of BBC national
services to the new stations, but of
course this requires a considerable
financial investment. The precise extent
of the interference is dependent on a
number of factors, not least being the
variation in receiver design. As a result
we are co-operating with the
transmission providers, Radio Authority
and Radiocommunications Agency to
establish the actual effect of the
interference. Extensive measurements
have been carried out around one local
radio site, Mount Vernon in North
London. The results show that the level
of interference, for the most part, is
much as we predicted. However, our
current prediction tools are tending to
over-estimate the interference level
close to the mast and we will need to
make allowances for this in
our assessments.

TECHNICAL
DEVELOPMENTS

Traffic and Travel Information
With recent advances in navigation
systems, the provision of reliable traffic
and travel information has become an
important component in the
development of intelligent transport
systems. TPEG (Transport Protocol
Experts Group) is an openly specified
protocol for delivering traffic and travel
data. Its data can easily be carried on
most digital bearers and is particularly
suited to digital radio as it is important
to deliver traffic and travel information
to in-car systems. Because the protocol
is designed to be machine-readable it is
easy for the receiver to present the
information to the user in a number of
different ways and in any language. The
system supports road traffic
information with public transport
information being added to the
specification.

We have been transmitting a pilot
service delivering traffic and travel
information over digital radio and the
Internet since 1999. In 2000, an
advanced receiver, the BBC Digital
Travel Assistant was released. This
provides a Windows-based receiver
featuring a detailed digital map with live
updates of relevant travel information.

Multimedia Digital Radio
Digital radio already provides
interference-free, ‘digital quality’
audio to your home hi-fi, portable and
car radios, but now it offers even more.
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By using techniques developed from
the Internet, digital radio can now
deliver a wide range of multimedia
services. The broadcast web site
application for digital radio gives
service providers the opportunity to
create new and exciting services
similar to web sites on the Internet,
but with the benefits of a
broadcast system.

Over the last year several trials
have been carried out with broadcast
web sites and radio programmes.
These have included a music
documentary with associated
multimedia and educational content
and a jazz concert with a specially
commissioned animation. And with
the release of the Psion Wavefinder,
a PC-based digital radio, the general
public now have the ability to see
broadcast web sites on their
home PCs.

Electronic Programme Guides
Electronic Programme Guides have
recently become widespread in the
television world with the growing
take-up of cable, satellite and digital
services and work is now progressing
on the development of guides for
digital radio. The schedule data is
transmitted in XML form (XML is a
widely-used format designed to

describe the meaning of encoded
data). Because this data is in this
machine-readable form it can be used
for many applications, from a
conventional programme guide to
TiVo-like recording functionality
for radio.

The radio of the future
Within WorldDAB, we have played an
important rôle in developing a
specification for a Java Virtual Machine
suitable for digital radios. This will
allow common applications to be
transmitted to, and run on, all digital
radio platforms. Where possible the
specification is based on other similar
standards for consumer electronics
devices such as PDAs and mobile
phones. This will enable integration
and convergence for all these mobile
information devices.

We have been offering a
comprehensive test facility for digital
radios at BBC R&D, and many
manufacturers have taken advantage of
this facility during the last twelve
months. This has contributed to
increase the number of well
implemented receivers now available
to the public. This facility has recently
been upgraded to offer testing in
L-Band as well as Band III. We plan to
test receivers for compliance with data
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FM SPECTRUM REVIEW
FM Radio is becoming more popular than
ever. Listening figures are going up, and the
commercial radio stations are requesting
more and more licences. The Radio -
communications Agency, the Radio Authority
and the BBC jointly commissioned an
independent report into the possibility of
finding space in the congested FM band for
more radio stations. Following preparatory
assistance from us to the company
commissioned to undertake the work, the
Radiocommunications Agency published the
FM spectrum review in June 2000. The
accompanying Press Notice acknowledges
‘the effective way the FM services have been
planned by the BBC and the Radio Authority’.
By focusing on example areas of London and
Leeds, it is considered possible to introduce a
number of new small-area (less than 10 km
radius) services in metropolitan areas. New
large-area services cannot be accommodated
without impacting on the coverage of existing
services. The exercise has demonstrated that
there appears to be little room to improve
upon existing planning in the UK.

Our neighbouring countries are
also exploiting the possibilities for new FM
services. In 2000 we received and dealt with
an unprecedented number requests from the
Radiocommunications Agency for comments
on the re-planning of FM services in the
Netherlands and Belgium. Potential problems
to BBC services were identified, and as a
result requests were made for the
interference levels to be reduced.

EXTENSION OF
COVERAGE IN THE
NATIONAL REGIONS
We have prepared an outline plan for 16 new
stations to improve coverage of BBC Radio
Wales in the South Wales Valleys. The gain in
population coverage is around 270,000. Still
in Wales, a further station, covering 16,000
people, has been planned to extend the Radio
Cymru service in the Holywell area of
North Wales.

For Scotland, we have prepared an outline
plan to extend the BBC Radio nan Gaidheal
service (the service for Gaelic speakers) to
the whole of Scotland, starting in the north-
east. The planning has proved to be
particularly difficult with the requirement to
squeeze six national services into spectrum
allotted to four national and two locals (a net
spectrum shortfall of about 1.4 MHz). By the
end of 2000 we had issued plans for eight
stations, covering a total population of
709,900 in the northeast of Scotland.

We are aware that there are some gaps in
FM coverage in England. Survey work will
enable us to determine the precise scale of
the deficiencies and to make
recommendations for plugging the gaps. Plans
have been prepared for a Radio Cumbria
filler station at Keswick and a Radio Derby
filler at Buxton. We are the key source of
frequency information that is signalled over
the Radio Data System (RDS). Advice
provided this year has enabled alterations to
be made to the local radio opt-out
arrangements and, most notably, to solve an
anomaly where Radio Cymru was previously
switching RDS radios to Local Radio traffic
announcements from Wiltshire!

Although we are making a strong move towards digital broadcasting, the
majority of the licence fee payers still watch and listen to analogue services. We still
strive to ensure that they receive the benefits of our programmes.
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Short Wave transmissions have never
been perfect – there are too many
jokes about the quality of reception
overseas for us to be completely
comfortable with the standard.
Programmes presently delivered by
short or medium wave AM do not
compare well in audio quality with
competing services delivered by FM.
We need to protect BBC World
Service’s traditional audience, as
national services overseas transfer to
FM services and the audience follows.
BBC World Service is using local FM

re-broadcast arrangements wherever
possible to redress this, but a re-design
of AM transmissions is also required.

DAB, the digital radio system used
at VHF and UHF frequencies cannot be
used on the long, medium and short
wave bands, hence the need for a new
system. This will enable us to re-use
the traditional delivery means of
World Service, the short and medium
waves, which reach target areas some
distance away without the unwanted
intervention of gate-keepers. 

Digital Radio Mondiale (or DRM for short) is a worldwide consortium
which aims to develop and bring to market, a digital radio standard for
use in LF/MF/HF bands (otherwise known as the ‘AM bands’ or ‘bands
below 30 MHz’). Their vision is to bring affordable digital quality sound
services to the world radio market. The prime BBC interest comes from
the BBC’s World Service, although we cannot rule out that some use
might also be made of it for domestic services.



DRM  THE NEW
SYSTEM!
DRM uses digital techniques to:

• Deliver a service which provides
much better audio quality and
reliability than existing
AM services.

• Provide user-friendly assisted
tuning, schedules and
other information. 

• Provide easy access to large
coverage areas.

The techniques used have commonality
with those already developed for digital
terrestrial television and radio, but are
specially tailored to the specific
requirements of broadcasters and the
characteristics of radio-wave

propagation at those frequencies
below 30 MHz.

THE COMMERCIAL
ISSUES
For DRM to be of benefit to the BBC it
has to be a worldwide solution. It must
be used by many broadcasters, both
national and international, with
receivers from many manufacturers at
affordable prices. That’s the only way
we can be sure that we will have
listeners on a scale which is meaningful
to World Service. This is a tall request
and the DRM Consortium’s work
therefore needs careful nurturing to
keep the variously-motivated players
working towards this goal. We hope
that they will all find something valuable
in it for themselves. 

The potential market is vast if the
receivers are cheap enough. We believe
‘small margins, large numbers =
reasonable return’.

We are therefore developing our
own expertise in order that we can
influence the development of integrated
circuits which are cheap and consume
the little power that is acceptable in
many markets. Our previous
involvement in the development of a
demodulator chip for digital television
stimulated and promoted competition
in that market.

TECHNICAL ISSUES
DRM has successfully delivered a
system giving good quality audio
(and a modicum of data to support
user-friendliness) through the narrow

bandwidth, poor-quality AM channels.
The solution involved a harmonious
mixture of source coding, modulation
and error correction, multiplexing and
transmitter RF issues.

We have been assessing and testing
the audio coding proposals (including
formal listening tests) and the fine
details of the modulation system. These
are vital in a system which offers much
lower data capacity than many digital
systems. Listeners will only buy
receivers for the new standard if there
is a sufficient boost to sound quality
and reliability. Of special interest is the
proposal to use the new Spectral Band
Replication technology. This appears to
add extra bandwidth to a limited
bandwidth system. Our studies have
enabled us to make informed comment
and to make our own proposals
for improvements.

Listeners’ acceptance of the system
will be helped by its user-friendliness.
The receiver should make ‘tuning’ as we
know it a thing of the past, and remove
any requirements for listeners to know
or care what frequency or wave-band is
in use. A small part of the data capacity
of the system is devoted to carrying
the information needed to make this
possible. To ensure this works in a way
which meets our fairly complex needs
– while remaining sensible – we have
taken a leading role in the definition of
the data multiplex. Amongst the
information transmitted is alternative
frequency information (many short
wave circuits are duplicated,
transmitting on two, three or even four
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frequencies), station identification,
and schedules. 

The system offers a range of
modes designed to cope with various
types of propagation conditions. Partly
at our insistence, field tests are
continuing to ensure that these modes
support all conditions likely to be
encountered, even in tropical regions,
as the system must be globally useful if
it is to deliver a satisfactory audience
to BBC World Service. 

WHAT HAPPENS NEXT?
DRM has worked hard to develop
a specification, to perform laboratory
and field trials, and to present all this
to the International Telecommunications
Union: a task in which we played a
significant part. The result is that the
DRM system is now in the process of
being recognised formally as a
recommended system. To secure global
acceptance this recommendation has
yet to be ratified by the International
Telecommunications Union, and the
detailed specification needs to be
approved by one or more of the
recognised standardisation bodies.
ETSI, the European standardisation
body, is already working on this. Fine
details of the DRM specification are
still being resolved and continue to be
polished, partly in response to field
trial results as they become available. 

In parallel with all this necessary
technical work, DRM must also ensure
that everything is in place to ensure
that the system is brought to market
in a timely and successful way –
introduction strategies, committed
manufacturers and broadcasters,
regulatory provisions etc.

SPECTRUM
MANAGEMENT ISSUES
Now that DRM is becoming a reality
we need to assess coverage and
frequency requirements. 

The new system requires a
complex mix of existing planning tools
and new developments to reflect the
different parameters of the digital
system. To help develop these planning
tools we are using a transmitting
station at Orfordness on the east
coast of the UK as a pilot test station.
AM broadcasts by BBC World Service
from Orfordness cover parts of
Central Europe. Medium-wave signals
can be transmitted by either ground or
sky waves and it is the latter that
provides a means of achieving large
area coverage – although the same
mechanism makes for long distance
interference between stations on the
same frequency. Whereas the analogue
AM service suffers interference over
much of the required coverage area,
the DRM system has the potential to
deliver interference-free reception.
We anticipate that the experience
gained from this study will place us in
a good position to assess other
coverage opportunities using DRM. 

The challenge is to fit a large
number of new digital channels into a
spectrum which is already crowded:
there seem to be AM broadcasts on
every channel when we tune through
the band. Our positive experience with
planning new services for digital
television gives us confidence that we
should be able to demonstrate benefits
for DRM too.
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There is much interest in using
existing wiring infrastructure, whether mains
or telephone, to convey data signals. Systems
using telephone wiring are named Digital
Subscriber Line, and come in many varieties
collectively abbreviated as xDSL. Systems
using the mains are called Power Line
Transmission or Power Line
Communications. In addition, many uses are
also proposed for mains or telephone wiring
inside the home, not only as an easy way to
interconnect home computers and
peripherals, but also for other entertainment
and home automation purposes.

The opportunities that all these offer are
welcome enough (e.g. as another route for
the delivery of BBC content), but there is a
serious snag: the cables are being used in
ways for which they were not designed and
are not particularly suited. A consequence is
that some of the signal that is used to carry
the data ‘escapes’ and this unwanted
emission can cause interference to broadcast
radio services, particularly broadcasting in
the long- medium- and short-wave bands. The
nature and severity of the threat depends on
the system in question.

While interference between radio
systems is covered by the International Radio
Regulations, and new pieces of equipment
also have their unwanted emissions
controlled by the EMC Directive, there is
considerable doubt whether any existing
regulations control these new uses of
existing cable installations!

The UK Radiocommunications Agency
recognised this difficulty and convened a
group, in which BBC R&D took part, to draw
up some proposed emission limits. Following
these studies the Government laid out
proposals in support of the
telecommunications industry with an
emissions limit that affords no protection
whatsoever to broadcast reception. However,
discussions continue on ways to require
telecommunications operators to act on
complaints of interference. Further more, we
continue to present our case vigorously, in
the UK and in Europe, at conferences and
meetings of relevant bodies. 

We are convinced that there is a
practical solution which will permit telecom
operators to use xDSL without a major
impact on our AM radio broadcasts.

We have to be aware of potential threats to our existing services
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Given that digital terrestrial television provides
unique opportunities for the future delivery
of services, it is necessary for us to
understand what could be achieved in the
future – particularly in an all-digital
environment. Our work has shown that,
whilst analogue transmitters are still
broadcasting, it will be almost impossible
to achieved near-universal digital coverage.
However, this could be achieved at switch-over
by using analogue conversions – the re-use of
high-power analogue UHF channels for digital
broadcasting. We recognise that this process
would involve significant logistical difficulties
for viewers, and would therefore need to be
carefully managed.

Our work has also shown that the
current digital network delivers relatively
poor coverage to those extra sets around
the house which are not directly connected
to the roof-top antenna. These are often
portable sets, or sets which make use of a
small set-top antenna. Converting analogue
transmissions to digital would mean that
coverage to digital receivers would match
current analogue portable coverage.
Moreover, we can increase the coverage to

portable receivers (around 85% of the
population) if we can use a lower data
capacity mode than that used for current
digital transmissions. This might provide
better indoor reception or other new
services after analogue switch-over. However,
universal portable coverage would require an
even more dense transmitter network than
the current 1200 station analogue network.
One of the benefits of switching from
analogue to all-digital broadcasting is that it
should allow some spectrum to be freed for
new broadcast uses, or possibly for other
applications. We have been looking at the
various possibilities for such freed spectrum,
to try to understand how best use may be
made of it, and what value might be assigned
to it. 

The evolution of digital television is
important for our European partners too.
The Portuguese, whilst they held the
presidency of the Council of the European
Union, organised a conference which brought
together the leading market players and
regulatory bodies, in order to define the
guiding principles for the introduction of
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The UK is now at the forefront of digital television delivery to the home. This leads
to the question as to how we might now progress to an all-digital future. The
Government has announced its intention to switch over from analogue to all-digital
broadcasting, and has indicated that this could start as early as 2006, and may be
complete by 2010. Our aim is therefore to identify scenarios that will facilitate this
switch-over.
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digital terrestrial television within the
single market.

Within Europe it has been
recognised that the existing
arrangements for television planning
are not an ideal basis for an all-digital
future. It is therefore proposed to
convene a Regional Radio -
communications Conference in 2005
for the 56 countries within the
European Broadcasting Area. Initial
preparations have already started and
we are actively participating in, or
leading, a number of key groups.
Although the main conference will be
held under the auspices of the
International Telecommunications
Union, the majority of the technical
discussions are held within CEPT (the
conference of European governments
dealing with telecommunications).
The European Broadcasting Union is
co-ordinating the views of public
service broadcasters to ensure a

consistent and strong representation
can be made. Our work within all
these European groups enables us to
consider the wider issues, to benefit
from the exchange of expertise, and
to understand how we can co-operate
with our neighbouring countries in
facilitating the introduction of
new services.

New concepts, such as the Nokia
Mediascreen, a portable device which
provides both television reception and
mobile connectivity through the next
generation of mobile telecommuni -
cations technologies, show how a
powerful business case can be made
for new services aimed at the
mobile user.

Although UK coverage planning is
based on reception by roof-top
antennas, it is clear that other
approaches to digital television, such
as mobile or portable reception are
equally important, especially in other



countries in Europe. Some are also
considering multimedia-based
approaches using cellular type networks
with UHF return channels. All these
ideas will have to be addressed in the
European digital plans.

BBC R&D has vast practical
experience of digital terrestrial
television in the real world, dating back
to our involvement in the world’s first
field-trials of the new standard. 

We have used our understanding of
receivers and their performance to help
the industry develop ideas for the best
practice for receiver installation.
Although this concentrates on
reception using roof-top antennas, we
recognise that people often have
several receivers in their home, and
most of these are likely to use set-top
antennas. These are susceptible to

lower signal strength and distorted
signals.

We have carried out field-work to
investigate reception on portable
receivers in homes. This has involved
visiting volunteers’ houses with
measuring equipment and gaining as
much information about reception
inside as possible; particularly noting
the quality of reception on different
floors and using different types of
set-top antenna. This gives us a
valuable database to help with our
prediction tools.

The ruggedness of reception on
portable receivers is not as good as on
fixed installations. Frequently viewers
say that the picture quality may be
good for much of the time, but there
might be problems if people move too
close to the receiver, or if there are
some unusual traffic movements
outside. This shows that the receiver
has been working close to its

threshold, and something has happened
to take it below the threshold for good
reception. Reception can be greatly
improved if some form of diversity
technique is used. Although reception
from one antenna can be variable, using
signals from two or more antennas can
give much better reception. There are
several different methods of combining
the signals, with different compromises
between performance and cost. An
experimental receiver is being
constructed to evaluate the different
diversity techniques. 

Another area of potential new
application for digital television may
come from the DRiVE project, of which
we are a partner. DRiVE aims to
develop a spectrum-efficient high
quality Internet protocol data network
for wireless multimedia in vehicles. It is
exploring the possibilities for dynamic
spectrum allocation to be used to
combine different radio access network
technologies, including digital radio and
television with the latest mobile
telephony standards. 

As well as the technical mechanisms,
there are major regulatory issues in
this project. Our understanding of
spectrum management and RF
technology helps us to inform our
partners in DRiVE and clarify the
regulatory processes which govern the
use of spectrum within Europe.
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One of the perceived inhibitors to the
continuing take-up of digital television is
linked with these different coverages of the
various multiplexes, and, in particular, the
relatively poor coverages of multiplexes C
and D in some areas (these carry programme
services such as the BBC/Flextech joint-
venture UKTV channels, MTV and the
Carlton Food Network). This has long been
understood as a legacy of the way that the
network was initially planned, and is a
particular result of care being taken to
protect analogue services. Nevertheless it is
important for ONdigital, the pay-TV operator
on this platform, to be able to sell a package
to consumers which includes the multiplexes
C and D.

Under the auspices of the Joint Frequency
Planning Project, BBC R&D and its partners –
Crown Castle, ntl, and the ITC – have
worked hard to propose new transmitting
arrangements which might lead to extension
of the core coverage of the digital terrestrial
network (that is, where all six multiplexes are
receivable from the same transmitting
station). This work, broadly termed multiplex

equalisation, has involved re-visiting some of
the original decisions made about radiation
patterns, frequency assignments and radiated
power. This inescapably leads to more
widespread interference to the current
television reception of analogue viewers (the
cliché is correct that there can be no gain
without pain). A major tranche of the
project’s work has been to identify
possibilities for analogue reception from
alternative transmitters, where viewers are
affected. BBC R&D has contributed planning
expertise and experience, shaping the plans
and investigating the impact of the new
proposals on the existing analogue network.
We have carried out field-work and provided
advice built upon our unique experience in
rolling out the UHF analogue and digital
terrestrial networks. BBC R&D is the source
of all the predictions from the Joint Planning
Project of population coverage in the UK.

This work has been supported by two
initiatives: Digiplan which is a project
providing an enhanced propagation model,
and Spaghetti which is providing more user-
friendly planning tools.

When digital television was launched, six multiplexes were offered from
the majority of transmitting sites. However, the restrictions of international
co-ordination sometimes meant that it was not possible to broadcast the
multiplexes at the same power levels, and so the coverage areas were
often different.
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A cross-directorate group has been
monitoring the use of capacity on the
BBC’s multiplexes. As part of this process, we
have been responsible for maintaining an
accurate bit-budget for both digital satellite
and terrestrial services. We have also
modelled the consequences of new
programme propositions and demonstrated
their practicability.

For a television service the video
component takes the greatest share of the
service bit-rate so efficiency savings often
focus on video encoding. The basic coding
quality that can be achieved at particular bit-
rates is of key importance. The techniques
and commercial compromises applied to
video encoding vary between manufacturers,
and with each generation of equipment.

We are monitoring technical
developments in coding and multiplexing and
their applicability to the BBC’s services and
technical architecture. This is to ensure that
the best use is being made of bit-rate on our
digital television channels in terms either of
bit-rate efficiency or service quality
(e.g. picture quality). This is a difficult
technical problem. The relationship between

bit-rate and picture quality is not a simple
one, and so there is no simple way of
predicting the likely quality of a programme
from the bit-rate available.

STATISTICAL MULTIPLEXING
One tool that can be used in appropriate
circumstances is statistical multiplexing in
which a common pool of bit-rate is shared
dynamically between a number of services.
The bit-rate required to code video to
approximately constant quality often varies
substantially from shot-to-shot so an increase
in demand for bit-rate in one video stream
could be met by borrowing bit-rate from one
or more other streams – if at that instant
their individual requirements can be satisfied
with less bit-rate. Where these conditions
apply, demanding pictures can be coded to a
better quality than if they were coded at a
constant bit-rate equal to the pool average.
There will however be times when several or
all the streams demand more than their fair
share of bit-rate – the overall picture quality
will then be no better than if each service
had been coded at a constant bit-rate equal
to the pool average. The precise benefit of
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There is increasing pressure to make most efficient use of available bit-rate on
every platform. The BBC is keen to add new programme services, to add new
service components (e.g. Audio Description), and to expand existing services
(e.g. BBC Text) on its digital multiplexes. This issue is vital to the future of the BBC.
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statistical multiplexing therefore
depends on the nature, number and
dynamics of the services included in
the pool. 

The BBC’s digital services are
largely mixed-genre channels,
competitively scheduled, so it is
particularly important to determine
the working parameters for which a
statistical multiplexing system will
deliver a suitable balance between
quality of service and bit-rate. We are
statistically multiplexing five BBC
services on satellite and expect to
apply statistical multiplexing to
terrestrial television in 2001. This will
provide sufficient capacity to satisfy
the BBC’s programme aspirations as
set out by the Director General
Greg Dyke in his ‘MacTaggart’ Lecture.
These proposals are still subject to
agreement by the government.

We have concentrated on
understanding the complex relationship
between quality of service and bit-rate
in a statistically multiplexed bundle,
and in particular on scoping the
opportunities for adding additional
television services to the existing
terrestrial multiplex. Initially we used
an off-line system, fed with the outputs
from our presentation studios. Quality
measurements and subjective
evaluations made by experts or other
broadcasting professionals have shown
that it is necessary to evaluate
statistical multiplexing systems for a
considerable period of time using fully
representative test material if
considered judgements are to be made
on average quality and parameter
settings. By way of example we found
it quite possible to see no significant
coding artefacts visible during peak
time viewing on one evening and then



to see artefacts crises during the
next evening. 

Subsequently we used our existing
satellite transmissions for an extended
live experiment during which various
average bit-rates and bundle sizes were
used to model several service
propositions for terrestrial television.
Whilst quality measurements were also
made, the emphasis was on viewer
reaction to the on-air tests as judged
by monitoring relevant Internet
Newsgroups, by monitoring calls to
BBC Information and Reception Advice
and by commissioning specific
consumer research from a commercial
opinion research company. The overall
reaction demonstrated that increasing
the number of television services in the
terrestrial multiplex from four to five
would not significantly affect viewer
perception of quality but that a further

increase would give rise to significant
viewer dissatisfaction. 

During 2001 statistical multiplexing
equipment will therefore be installed
in London, Cardiff, Glasgow and
Belfast to allow five programmes to be
carried on the terrestrial multiplex
along with BBC Parliament (audio only)
and BBC Text. 

OTHER SERVICES
We can also save capacity by
considering the dynamics of services
such as subtitling, audio description
and, in the future, closed signing. 

Using a tool called ‘Beagle’ specially
developed by BBC R&D for accurate
bit-rate analysis, we have been
measuring the bit-rate requirements for
subtitling. The measurements
demonstrate that over any five second
period across the BBC multiplex we
can expect to find several hundred

kilobits of unused bit-rate in the
allocated subtitling capacity.
Other access service components will
come and go at programme boundaries
thereby yielding spare capacity with a
longer time constant. If suitable
harvesting mechanisms can be applied
to the BBC digital architecture this
bounty may in the future be used to
increase the bit-rate allotted to
services such as BBC Text which are
less time-critical.

The harvested bit-rates we are
considering are much lower than those
for video, so statistical multiplexing of
these additional services will not free
sufficient bit-rate to accommodate an
entire new channel. Nevertheless, there
will be many possibilities for using such
opportunistic data multiplexing
techniques to make more efficient use
of our available bit-rate capacity.
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The technology required for broadcasting is
changing rapidly: more emphasis is being
placed on the storage of programmes and
supporting data as files on hard disk rather
than on tape, more and more of the
broadcast chain can be implemented using
software packages running on computers
rather than special purpose black-boxes. We
are being asked to deliver our programmes
to a wider range of receiving devices, ranging
from the traditional analogue television set,
through set-top boxes for digital television to
streaming content via BBC Online to PCs
and broadcast reception on mobile hand-held
devices. Each requires the material we
broadcast to be formatted in a particular
(and usually different) way. 

The BBC is planning a new network
playout centre in White City as well as a new
broadcast centre for BBC Scotland at Pacific
Quay in Glasgow. BBC R&D has been
working closely with the project teams
developing the specifications for the technical
infrastructure for these new centres. 

If we are to deliver our programmes
efficiently then it is important that the BBC
takes informed decisions now about the
nature of broadcasting in the later years of
the decade when these buildings will be

operational. As well as advising the project
teams on appropriate systems for use in the
new buildings, we are also able to advise on
future developments in the delivery of our
programme material and new ways of
generating those programmes. 

We have also been working with the
BBC's Technical Design Authority who are
trying to ensure that common technical
standards, architectures and systems are
adopted throughout the BBC to ensure best
practice and commonality to meet the BBC’s
requirements. This allows us to plan the
changes required as we meet the technical
challenges as well as establishing a framework
within which the many projects seeking to
implement those changes can work.

DELIVERY 
The BBC’s policy is to offer digital
television services to the licence fee payer
through any available delivery platform.
These include terrestrial and satellite
broadcast systems, cable systems, and also
emerging broadband systems.

The challenge is to offer viewers similar
service propositions with the same look and
feel, whichever platform the individual viewer
uses.   The constraints of the digital platforms
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Over the course of the next few years, there will be changes in programme
propositions, technical infrastructure and the methods of delivery to the home.  We
need to offer an efficient, effective and flexible broadcasting system.
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vary considerably, and the systems
architecture has to reflect this.
For example:

• The capacities of terrestrial,
satellite and cable multiplexes
are significantly different.

• Each platform delivers
Digital Text in a different way.
There are also differences in
the delivery of other services
such as Subtitling.

• Terrestrial and cable systems
are well suited to regional
programming, whereas satellite
transmissions illuminate the
whole of the UK. At the time
of writing the BBC offers
regional programmes for
Scotland, Wales and Northern
Ireland on all platforms, and for
the English Regions on
terrestrial transmissions and
cable (but not satellite).

These differences have led to
increasing separation between the
systems we use to deliver satellite and

terrestrial services. At the time of
writing, the only linkage is the
encoding for the services in the
national centres, which remains
common to the two platforms. This
common element will be eliminated
during 2001 with the introduction of
statistical multiplexing on terrestrial
television, resulting in separate
encoding for the two platforms.

The roll-out of digital cable
services remained relatively slow
during 2000 although it is expected to
pick up during 2001. Cable operators
usually use analogue terrestrial and
satellite transmissions as their source
for analogue cable services, and to
some extent have continued to use
this model for the digital era. This has
some benefits, such as the ability to
reflect regional variations of services
such as BBC ONE. However, due to
differences between the platforms,
such as those noted above,
re-broadcast from terrestrial or
satellite transmissions is not as



successful for digital television as it
was for analogue, and increasingly
cable operators are moving to feed
arrangements independent of
other platforms.

One of the more obvious
differences between platforms is in
the delivery of interactive services.
Cable makes use of the natural return
path available to cable operators,
whereas satellite and terrestrial
broadcasts use data carousels
(effectively offering a web server at
the user’s end). Text services
broadcast terrestrially or by satellite
are not recognised by receivers for
digital cable. As a consequence, the BBC
has developed a separate
delivery strategy for cable which uses
existing BBC servers at the London
Internet Exchange.

DEVELOPMENTS DURING
2000-2001
Although the majority of BBC
programmes are broadcast throughout
the United Kingdom at particular times,
the national centres and English regions
opt out and provide their own
programmes with more restricted
geographical relevance. These facilities
were included in the digital television
architecture, but roll-out in the English
regions has happened more recently.
Following the initial implementation of
opt outs in the English regions in 1999,
further English regions have been added
during the past year as a result of the
division of the former South-East
region. The area surrounding Oxford,
has become part of BBC South, but has
the ability to provide its own news
inserts. At the time of writing,  London
is set to become a region in its own
right, with the remaining South-East
region expanding to incorporate some
areas previously covered by BBC South.

Oxford was the first of these new
regions to go on-air, during October
2000. Although editorially a sub-opt,
which allowed some savings to be made
in the provision of baseband equipment,
the presence of different content on
the opting service requires both the
service and the broadcast signal to be
uniquely identified. Consequences of

this include the need to carry out a
co-ordinated re-configuration of BBC
systems and the systems of other
parties such as transmission providers,
and the need for viewers receiving
these terrestrial broadcasts to re-scan
their receivers so that they will be able
to identify the new services.

The experience gained through this
process will be extremely useful to the
BBC should it make further changes to
the structure of English regions in
future.

PLANNING FOR
2001/2002
Following the announcements by the
Director General in the ‘MacTaggart’
Lecture, major changes are scheduled
to the BBC’s digital television services
during the coming year. These will have
a dramatic impact on the technical
architecture for digital television, with
the infrastructure in Television Centre
and the national centres, and the
circuits connecting them, requiring
major changes. BBC R&D has been an
integral part of planning the new
architecture and will remain closely
involved to advise and assist in
its implementation.

The first major change to services
proposed is the introduction of
services for children, sharing capacity
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with other BBC services. The children’s
services will use capacity during the
day and other BBC services will use
the same capacity during the evening
and night.  Previously our digital
television multiplexes existed in a
constant configuration 24 hours a day,
seven days a week. With the
introduction of distinctly identifiable
services sharing capacity in this time-
exclusive manner, the configuration of
the multiplex has to change on a
regular basis. In order to achieve this,
changes to the coding and multiplexing
at Television Centre and the national
centres are required, and control of
these functions by the schedule
control system, SID, needs to be
enhanced to effect the switch-over
between one service and the next.
SID also needs to send appropriate
closedown messages to the systems
that control the programme guide on
satellite broadcasts. We have examined
the different potential solutions for
providing the required behaviour. We
have also built a test system to
confirm the correct operation of the
end-to-end transmission chain and
established the effect on a range of
receivers, to ensure that these services
will operate as expected.

The second major change to our
services is the introduction of
statistical multiplexing on the BBC’s
terrestrial multiplex. Statistical
multiplexing requires new coding and

multiplexing architectures in Television
Centre and the national centres, and
an expansion of circuit capacity
between them. One of the
consequences of statistical multiplexing
is that the bit-rate of services will be
variable, and may at times be greater
than its current value.  This can have
consequences for cable operators who
often provide a fixed capacity for each
programme service, but who use off-
air signals to feed their networks. We
have advised the major UK operators
of potential solutions to any problems
that may result. At the time of writing,
there are still many issues to be
resolved, however.

The remaining elements of the
service line-up proposed by Greg Dyke
in the ‘MacTaggart’ Lecture last August,
including converting BBC CHOICE to
BBC THREE, and launching the second
service for children, should not have
major implications for the
architecture, since the earlier
developments are expected to provide
the required functionality. 

Satellite services will be affected by
two developments that place more
demand on the capacity of the
multiplexes. The BBC has announced
further Radio services, which will be
carried on satellite, and in addition
some allowance has to be made for
access services on the satellite
platform. Trading the requirements of
these services, which require a fixed
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The equipment (known as ‘Bitmon’) was delivered at the start
of the autumn, and over the remainder of the year has been
installed nation-wide at key internal points and interfaces on
the digital programme chains for both terrestrial and satellite
broadcasts. It checks that the signals are correctly constituted
and conform to the relevant standards, by making a series of
logical tests and raising alarms on any discrepancies. Our main
technical support centres in London and Birmingham can
access the Bitmon probes for detailed alarms and analysis,
using the BBC’s IT networks. Bitmon is now routinely used by
operational staff to help maintain continuity of service. 

While this type of monitoring catches many faults, it
doesn't test the signal content itself. For example, a blank
screen, loss of sound, a frozen picture, absence of colour, or
even the wrong picture would all pass muster, just as long as
the formal structure of the signal is correct and self-consistent.
We are now assessing how such faults could be detected by
matching a low bit-rate ‘signature’ of the signal at key points in
the programme chain. The signature needs to be recognisable
even if the signal has been processed, for example by bit rate
compression or adding a logo. The transfer of the signatures
themselves is also being investigated – network delays may
cause erroneous alarms, and routing errors that affect both
signal and signature will not be detected.

When the BBC launched digital TV, very little
independent monitoring equipment was available, and
it was decided to wait until the market developed
and the size of the digital audience justified an
investment. That time has now come, and BBC R&D
has played a major part in specifying suitable
equipment, encouraging manufacturers to develop it,
and selecting a supplier. 
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Recent problems with the weather and its affects on other
industries, and issues such as the millennium bug last year
have highlighted the need for resilience in our broadcast
infrastructure. There are many things that could go wrong,
but perhaps one of the most important is the possibility of
service collapse in the event of a major failure of a BBC
regional centre. This could result in all the BBC’s terrestrial
services in that region being lost. 

In most instances the option to re-radiate a signal received
from an unaffected transmitter is not possible, because the
signal would be too weak at that distance for successful
digital reception. 

Our experiments have confirmed that it would be
possible to restore terrestrial services in an emergency by
re-transmitting the statistically-multiplexed services from our
satellite transmissions using relatively simple additional
equipment. This approach would have its limitations. Only video
and audio could be restored this way due to the differences
between terrestrial and satellite platforms. 

This idea has been successfully tested with the
co-operation of our transmission contractors, Crown
Castle International, at the Sutton Coldfield transmitter.
The BBC is now considering protecting the terrestrial
service using this technique.
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Reliability and resilience are key issues for the BBC.
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SID S ROLE
SID helps us to create and deliver schedules,
and send real-time trigger events. SID was
originally a quick response to get us up and
running on digital satellite (originally SID was
Schedule Interface for D-SAT), but has since
evolved to be a fundamental part of the
BBC’s scheduling applications. It offers
facilities for:

• The creation, editing and checking of
programme metadata for electronic
programme guides, web sites and
personal video recorders.

• The management of the workflow in
delivering schedule information.

• The delivery of real-time data about
the transitions between programmes
when they happen. This is used to
drive ‘Now and Next’ displays and
ensure that the current programme is
correctly recorded.

INFORMATION SUPPORTED
The system supplies information ranging from
basic metadata such as the times at which
programmes will be aired, their names,
descriptions and genres to their formats
(widescreen, stereo, subtitled etc.), web sites,
email addresses, conditional access
parameters, and related programmes. It
provides links to other relevant assets, such
as those stored in other parts of the
broadcast infrastructure such as the
Promotions Object Management
System, POMS.

A legacy of the pre-digital BBC is that
there are numerous sources of information,
none of them complete. This means that
extra content must be added to whatever
data can be gleaned from elsewhere.

A feature of the digital era, however, is
that there are an ever-increasing number of
parties who are interested in using data to
add value to their own offerings. Usually such
parties would prefer to be supplied with all
the relevant data so that their task is simply
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We have designed and developed a system to enable the BBC to create and
deliver content to electronic programme guides and personal video recorders on
digital terrestrial, satellite and Online platforms. It provides a central point of
information for the BBC’s television and radio schedules, editorially checked, and
conforming to a single BBC style – there’s One BBC, so there’s one source of
schedule information in the digital era! This system is called SID.
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one of reformatting rather than
editing. Where this is in the BBC’s
interest, such as when the data will
lead to an increased awareness of the
BBC’s services, SID in conjunction
with its major client, BBC Broadcasting
and Presentation, aims to supply as
many types of information as possible.
This helps the BBC to maintain
editorial control of its output across
all media.

FEATURES

Up to date and accurate
SID checks the scheduling systems
frequently, so it can present changes
soon to SID users. They can then
change the schedule information
accordingly, and make the
modifications visible to the recipients
of the data, which include programme
guides, ‘Now and Next’ information,
interactive text applications etc. This
is vital, because unlike most
broadcasters, the BBC changes its

schedules reactively at very short
notice on a daily basis.

Reliable
By using tried and tested industry-
leading technologies we have created a
fast, stable and reliable system that has
been running without major problems
and with very low downtime for over
three years. Only now that we are
about to handle around 100 channels
and send them to over five recipients
(we started off sending about ten
channels solely to BSkyB!) do we
need to upgrade the server to use
faster processors.

Flexibility and expandability
Throughout the lifetime of the system,
new requirements have driven changes
at a rapid rate – new data recipients
need new kinds of data, and changes
to existing data recipients mean
changes to SID. New working practices
need to be reflected too. We manage
and co-ordinate the necessary
modifications to the different elements
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PICS is the scheduling system used for most of the day to day

planning of BBC TV services. It provides basic information about

London schedules, and is particularly useful for on-the-day timing

changes. Schedules from the Nations are provided separately.

Compass is the playout automation system used for most of the

BBC TV services. By hooking into Compass’s output and analysing it

carefully, SID predicts when the next programme is about to come

on air and sends triggers at just the right moment.

There is no simple way to get all the radio schedules from the BBC

except to go via Broadcast Data Services Ltd., who collate the data

from diverse sources. SID gets basic information for network radio

services from an interface to BDS.

PICS

Compass

BDS

BSkyB

ONdigital

central

collator

Coding and

Multiplexing

System 

Navigator

Others

SID supplies the BBC schedule information to BSkyB for its

electronic programme guide, Personal Planner and ‘Now and Next’

services. The connection is made over a private network, and when

all systems are running normally it is not uncommon for schedule

changes made in SID to appear on televisions within ten minutes.

By supplying the ONdigital central collator with SID ‘Now and

Next’ information, all terrestrial digital television channels can show

the latest BBC programme information.

SID controls and supplies information to the BBC’s internal coding

and multiplexing system, which keeps the BBC’s digital television

services on air. In the event that ONdigital’s central collator should

fail, the BBC channels are able to use schedule information to

continue showing ‘Now and Next’ information at least for the BBC

channels, but not for other digital terrestrial television channels.

The BBC’s Navigator project takes schedule information and

packages it into formats that the public can read and use directly

– they currently have a web page (the BBC What’s On site),

and are developing interactive applications for the digital

television platforms.

New services that use schedule information are being developed –

SID facilitates such developments by giving them non broadcast

critical access to schedule information.

Sources of
raw data for
scheduling

Destinations
of editoriall
y authorised
SID
schedule
interface
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of the system. That this is almost
always possible on time reflects the
thought and effort that we put into
good design both at the outset and at
all subsequent stages.

SID is scalable too. The main set of
users, the EPG Unit, began as a team
of around five members of staff, and
to meet the requirements of the BBC
has grown to around 20, all using the
same system, based on the same
solid technology.

Efficient
By gathering schedule information in
one place, in a reliable system, the
BBC is making the best use of
licence-fee payers’ money in promoting
digital services.

Challenges and planned
solutions for the future
So much work has been done on SID
that it feels as though the end ought
to be in sight, but success tends to
generate more work! The challenges
for the future are as difficult and
thought-provoking as any that we have
handled in the past. These include
finding more intelligent ways to enable
programmes to be linked together to
help viewers and listeners to find their
way to the programmes that they will
enjoy – this technology is needed for
the launch of a Navigator service on
digital satellite television.

Viewers will soon be able to
press a button on their remote
controls to tell their recording device,
e.g. a TiVo or other personal video
recorder, that they will later want to
watch the programme whose trailer is
currently on the screen – this is called
trailer selection, and SID will allow it
to work by supplying real-time
information about the programme
being advertised.

The BBC’s plans for new children’s
television channels and BBC THREE
and BBC FOUR assume that we can
turn services on and off dynamically.
This is a major new requirement for
SID to handle, and development has
already begun.

As well as these new features, the
SID web site and user interface will be
updated to include a new ‘intelligent
searching’ algorithm. The real-time
systems will be kept up to date to
support new automation systems. 

One of the biggest tasks ahead is a
major redesign of the user interface to
make schedule editing easier than ever,
and to support a hierarchical model of
schedules that means that editors of
electronic programme guides need not
edit the whole of every national
schedule independently, but need only
mark out the differences where a
national service opts out of its
sustaining feed. This will also enable
schedules to be tailored for English (or

SID is flexible to meet the changing requirements of the BBC. New types of metadata
can be added with ease, helping us respond rapidly to editorial aspirations.

Metadata is just as important as the audio and video that traditionally are the
core output of the BBC. Our schedule interface is a key element in the metadata
broadcast chain.
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During the past year the BBC has transmitted
programmes with audio description on digital
terrestrial television on BBC ONE in the
South East, BBC TWO and BBC CHOICE in
England and on BBC Knowledge. 

HOW DO WE DO THAT?
The production team creates an audio track
with the description, which is then broadcast. 

We transmit data within the coded
description signal, providing a means of fading
the level of the programme sound during
description and also providing an optional
means of panning the description around the
sound stage.

In the receiver, a special plug-in card
removes the audio description from the
multiplex using a module plugged into the
Common Interface connector of a digital
terrestrial receiver. A special module then
combines it with the normal sound track, and
then delivers the combined signal to the
listener’s loudspeakers.

The user has control of the volume of the
description whilst the broadcaster has
control of the relative level of the

programme sound during description
passages. 

EXPLOITATION
The separate mono description stream uses a
frugal gross bit-rate of less than 75 kbits/s
per described service. Furthermore in the
future we will be able to harvest any bit-rate
that is unused during non-described
programmes. 

This is in stark contrast to providing
audio description premixed with the
programme sound which would require a
fixed gross allocation of 266 kbits/s per
described service. Although this method
would minimise the amount of new
equipment in the receiver, it is not a practical
solution given the pressure on capacity in the
multiplex. 

We have taken a leading role in specifying
the module functionality and in authoring test
streams to assist the manufacturer developing
the module. Unfortunately there have been
delays in the commercial development of the
module. These have resulted in The Digital
Network offering trial services to a small
group of people using a temporary solution
based on two set-top boxes and a voice-
activated attenuator. This interim solution has
a number of significant practical drawbacks
especially to the user, but it has allowed

There are many people in the UK who are sufficiently visually impaired that they
cannot appreciate all the action on the television screen. Audio description is a new
service which helps them understand the salient points in the programme.
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In an ideal world all the different networks
would use the same technologies to support
data – in the same way that MPEG has
become ubiquitous for video and audio.
However, this is not the case in practice. In
response the BBC has established separate
data service playout infrastructures for digital
terrestrial, satellite and cable networks. 

We are working with network operators,
receiver manufacturers and content creators
to provide a coherent production and
delivery system.

Authoring the same content three (or
more) times for each target platform is not a
sustainable proposition. To enable the
creation of large numbers of services the
production process needs to become as easy
as creating any other type of television
content. We need well understood
procedures, standardised interfaces and
suitable high-level tools. 

The content production system we
developed to support the launch of BBC Text
in 1998 has been replaced by a more mature,
more generic third party system. Many of the
requirements for this new system were
identified during the development of the
original launch system and much of the
system control is now in the hands of the

editorial and operation staff who run the
service on a day to day basis. Crucially the
resulting system – which went live in Summer
2000 – is able to provide content for the
BBC Text service builders for terrestrial,
satellite and cable. So even though the
applications running on each platform are
quite different, the same BBC content can be
made available to all.

Digital terrestrial television
Digital terrestrial television is a truly open
system in the UK. Content (video, audio, data
etc.) is broadcast following rules defined in a
number of open specifications developed
over the past few years. 

The operators of the multiplexes in the
UK have created a group called the TDN
which has adopted a baseline specification
that defines the minimum support for data
services on terrestrial television. This is
referred to as ‘UK Profile 1’ and is built on
two international (ISO) standards. One, the
grandly named ‘Digital Storage Media –
Command and Control’ (DSM-CC) is part of
the MPEG-2 specifications, defines the way in
which data is transmitted, and the other,
MHEG-5, defines the way the data is
presented to the viewer. DSM-CC is an
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One of the advantages of digital television is the potential of its data channels.
Each platform, whether terrestrial, satellite or cable uses a different standard.

Nevertheless we have succeeded in delivering new services to them all, efficiently
and effectively. 
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extensive toolkit for handling the
transfer of multimedia content. Part of
this, the Object Carousel, has been
selected to provide a broadcast filing
system where a range of data content
is broadcast cyclically, with the
opportunity to update, add, or remove
content as and when required.

MHEG-5 is one of the outputs of
the Multimedia and Hypermedia
Expert Group. It provides a means of
handling multimedia content, specifying
mechanisms for both presentation on
screen and user interaction.

Some early receivers were
released as incomplete
implementations of the baseline
MHEG-5 specification. This will hinder
the development of an open market
and lead to early legacy problems,
i.e. having to support receivers that
will never be upgraded to
complete implementations.

As a result the BBC has made
available a limited amount of capacity
to support over-air upgrades to
free-to-air receivers. We have helped
establish a technical specification
and infrastructure for the playout of
software upgrades. 

BBC Text, the BBC’s digital
replacement for CEEFAX, was
launched on digital terrestrial
television as a stand-alone service. It
used an end-to-end chain that we
created. This represented a pragmatic
approach to achieving launch, since it
simplified the requirements for the
supporting technical architecture.
However, it has always been intended
that BBC Text should be accessible
whilst viewing the BBC’s linear
television channels, e.g. BBC ONE,
BBC TWO etc., in the same way that
CEEFAX is available on analogue
channels. This linking is referred to as
‘channel association’.

To make teletext accessible whilst
viewing an analogue television channel,
the relevant data must be included in
the delivery of the other parts of that
channel – very specifically the video
signal. This means that for the same
teletext service to be accessible from
a number of television channels, the
broadcast of the relevant data must be
duplicated in each. Adopting this
approach for digital television requires
the inclusion of specific components
containing a separate copy of the BBC
Text service in each channel from

which
it is to
be



accessible. This has the benefit that it
cleanly isolates the configuration and
management of channels within the
technical infrastructure. However, this is
incredibly wasteful of broadcast
capacity due to the duplication of data.
In fact given the relatively limited bit-
rate available it is uncertain if such an
approach is at all feasible.

Instead, a new approach using
shared components has been
implemented. The components that
deliver the BBC Text application are
only broadcast once within the digital
multiplex. This means that there is no
duplication of broadcast data and so
the most efficient use of valuable bit-
rate. Then, to create the association,
these components are referenced in
the multiplexing configuration of all
channels from which BBC Text can be
accessed, i.e. these components are
effectively shared by several channels.

Interactive Wimbledon 2000 is one
of the programmes that were
commissioned to explore new
opportunities by enhancing regular
linear television programming. The
service provided the viewer with easy
access to live scores, stories and
background information on the tennis

championships. Furthermore by being
able to control the selection and
presentation of video and audio
components it was able to act as an
umbrella, pulling together the BBC’s
coverage of the tournament, which was
spread across a number of channels,
into an integrated viewer experience.
The service was available for the two-
week duration of the tournament.

Digital satellite television
The main satellite network in the UK is
operated by Sky, which has chosen
OpenTV as a means of supporting its
digital data services. Whilst Sky has
been running interactive services for
some time now, third party services
have only appeared on their network
during 2000. The BBC only signed an
agreement with Sky allowing us to
broadcast data services to run on their
platform, at the start of 2001, but was
ready to start test transmissions during
January and launch services to the
public by mid-March.

The ability to make this swift
turnaround from signing to launch was
due, in technical terms, to two key
things. Firstly, considerable preparatory
work, meant that a technical
infrastructure had been in place for
some time, waiting for contractual
issues to be resolved before it could be
used operationally. And secondly, the
significant experience that the BBC, and
in particular BBC R&D, has gained in
the use of OpenTV since first exposure
in early 1996. This knowledge base
continues to grow as new services are
developed on this platform.

Digital cable television
Recently we have seen consolidation of
companies offering cable services. Most
noticeably, CWC was taken over by ntl.
This reduced the number of traditional
network operators from the big three
to just ntl and Telewest. However, the
benefits of this may be short-lived as a
number of new broadband networks
begin to emerge. 

A key event has been the
emergence of Liberate Inc., as the
preferred provider of a common
system to support data services.

Liberate’s core functionality is based
on HTML and JavaScript. Coupled with
the inherent return path provided by
cable networks, this gives the potential
for displaying content sourced directly
from the World Wide Web. Whilst this
is possible many providers, including the
BBC, have created content specifically
for these platforms. This recognises that
the characteristics and use of a
television are very different from those
of a PC. 

The service launched with news,
sport and weather information –
effectively acting as a CEEFAX
replacement. However, the service
builder we have developed provides a
standard framework into which all
kinds of BBC content can be added.
The service continues to be extended
with re-versioned content from the
BBC’s extensive web site. It already
provides a lot of material aimed at
teenagers and education such as
Tweenies, So… and Bitesize.

The challenge now is to provide
systems that support content linked to
linear programming – EnhancedTV.
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Since October 1999 we have been
providing programmes with open
signing (i.e. the signer or interpreter is
seen in vision by all viewers), some as
overnight repeats. As the quota ramps
up, an increasing proportion of signed
programmes will need to transmitted
during peak-time viewing. So the need
for a delivery system for closed signing
may become more pressing (with
closed signing, the suitably-equipped
viewer elects to see the signing image;
other viewers need not see the signing
– cf. closed subtitling).

To be credible any candidate
method of closed signing must be
practicable, delivering a sensible
consumer proposition with

user-acceptable quality of service and
at the same time being simple to
originate, distribute, receive and use.
It must also be sustainable – able to
cope both with increasing quotas
and with linguistic changes in British
Sign Language whilst avoiding legacy
problems for broadcasters and users.
Thirdly it must be affordable – for
users in terms of the cost of receiving
equipment, for broadcasters in cost
of production and delivery and for
multiplex operators in terms of
bit-rate.

At BBC R&D we have been
investigating the challenges of
providing a closed signing system.
We believe that it is important to

The Independent Television Commission required that at least 1%
of commercial digital terrestrial programmes in the UK should be
signed by May 2000 with the proportion rising to 5% after ten years.
It requires that ‘All important gestures that convey meaning through
sign language must be easily and accurately recognised.’ The BBC
has declared its aim of at least matching the requirements of the
ITC guidelines. 
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consider the overall requirements,
including systems issues and the
method of coding to deliver a
readable signing image. 

The broadcast system issues
being addressed are extensive. For
the business to be practical, we need
to consider scheduling, image
capture, editing, synchronisation,
recording and playout, reactivity, live
signing, coding, getting the signing
signal across regional boundaries
(including time-shifting in the
Nations) and monitoring. We have
also worked alongside the See Hear
team looking at production issues
related to both open and closed
signing. We have made considerable
progress in defining the end-to-end
signal chain which any candidate
system must support. 

An important constituent of
this chain is the delivery mechanism.
To read British Sign Language, users
continually watch the eyes and face
of the signer whilst following the
movement of his/her hands.

Facial detail and motion rendition
are therefore very important.
Any method of image coding or of
signing representation must preserve
these details sufficiently to allow
unequivocal understanding of the
message to be conveyed without
viewer fatigue.

Coding real camera images has
the benefit that the same methods
can be used for authoring open and
closed signing signals. Presently
available coding methods (MPEG-2),
directly compatible with the
technology of existing digital
television receivers, may require a
significant bit-rate (between 0.5 and
1 Mbit/s) to sustain an acceptable
signing image without undue
constraints on production methods
or signing image size. This is a very
high bit-rate for such an ancillary
service on terrestrial television. Our
computer simulations show that,
using new coding techniques (such as
MPEG-4 video tools), quality signing
images with full-screen resolution
should be attainable for 350 kbits/s or
less. Such tools might allow a signing
stream to be decoded in software in
a suitably equipped decoder.

Animation techniques using
so-called ‘avatars’ offer the promise
of really low delivery bit-rate (below
100 kbits/s) since they deliver
motion primitives to the receiver
where software builds and renders
the avatar. At present the challenges

to using avatars include motion
capture of the signer (and inter alia
compatibility with open signing).
Further development work is being
carried out by the European
VISICAST project and elsewhere to
produce an avatar system which can
be implemented in a credible
receiver platform and deliver
readable signing acceptable to the
wider signing community. Whilst they
may have other broadcast
applications, avatars are particularly
attractive for closed signing since the
low bit-rate should guarantee
complete freedom to schedule
programmes with signing
simultaneously across the multiplex
and thereby offer greater programme
choice to the deaf viewer.We are
working with VISICAST partners to
ensure that broad  cast applications of
avatars (including signing) can be
implemented in a bit-rate frugal
form which satisfies the known
system requirements and delivers
the appropriate service to the
BBC’s audience.

Both MPEG-4 video coding
and avatars will require specific
processing capability in the decoder
and the timescale for suitable
consumer equipment will be
crucial to the delivery of signing in
significant volume during peak-time
viewing with relative freedom of
scheduling. Finding additional
broadcast applications for this type
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Cathode ray tubes will continue for
many years to be the most common
way of displaying television pictures.
However plasma display panels are
becoming popular, especially for large
displays. There are other technologies
being developed in research
laboratories, but they will take
many years to mature, and so
plasma technology is likely to have a
significant period during which it can
make a useful and profitable
contribution to both the television
and the computer industries.

The technology will have
consequences for broadcasters, and
the BBC needs to understand and be
prepared for the impact that this
technology will make. 

The better quality pictures may
reveal some of the production
processes which are not visible on a
conventional display tube. They may
also show up some less obvious
features, such as in watermarking
where the display can cause a
previously invisible watermark to
become visible.

We have been working with the
market leaders to determine just how
good this form of display can be,
offering advice and suggestions for
improvements, and advising the BBC
about the consequences. In future, it is
probable that plasma displays will have
to be part of our monitoring process.

Plasma display panels are now making an increasing impact at the top
end of the market. Originally they were of interest just for professional
applications, but increasing numbers are being sold in the domestic
market too. This will have an impact on our production decisions.
Where is the industry going?



PLASMAS AND DVD
This year, we have seen an increasing
number of DVD players feeding plasma
displays directly. The quality of the
pictures from DVD can be very good,
and the pictures are often matched by
full surround sound, providing a major
improvement in the viewing experience
which many people enjoy.

If this trend continues, plasma panels
will make up a significant proportion of
installed displays at home. Then perhaps
we will have to allocate more capacity
in the digital multiplex to premium
programmes, to match the quality of
the competing products which are
being delivered by DVD. 

STANDARDS
Plasma displays are manufactured to
meet a range of different television and
computer standards. There are different
numbers of effective lines of resolution,
horizontal definition, refresh rates, and
colourimetry. Some of the most
common devices operate on computer
standards and so there is often a
standards converter built into the
display. The screens themselves
comprise a large number of small
elements which are digitally driven.
However the interfaces to the display
were, in many of the older displays,
often analogue rather than digital. Both
the standards conversion process and
the analogue to digital converter were
potential sources of distortion.

STANDARD DEFINITION
DISPLAYS
Recently, our development of a direct
digital interface for plasmas displays has
made a tremendous impact on the
growing market. The pictures from the
42" Direct Digital Plasma, marketed
under licence by Electrograph Delphi,
are without doubt the best that have
been portrayed by a 480-line standard
definition panel and have become an
industry reference point. 

This has been achieved by both
eliminating unnecessary conversions
from digital to analogue signals and
back again, and by applying our
proprietary (and patented) knowledge
on format conversions.

HIGH DEFINITION
DISPLAYS
Our relationships with the
manufacturers of plasma displays have
helped us gain early access to hardware
for high definition displays. We now
have active co-operation on the supply
of technical information to go with
HDTV panels recently acquired from
both Pioneer and Hitachi and have
developed a serial digital interface for
these high-resolution displays. The new
interface design makes no compromises
on picture quality, and sets the standard
for the mass manufacturers to follow.
The high definition digital interface
achieves an impressive quality, far
better than that achieved by the
manufacturers’ own analogue
interfaces. We already have other
manufacturers interested in licensing
the new interface design for both
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If the benefits of this technology are to be
accessible equally to all our viewers then we
need standards both for the broadcast signal,
and for the functionality in the receivers.
DVB, the group responsible for the
standardisation of the European digital
television system, published their specification
for the Multimedia Home Platform in
July 2000. This may become the standard that
supersedes the many different and
incompatible interactive receiver platforms
currently in use. The TV-Anytime Forum is
developing standards for services that use
storage in the receiver. The myTV
collaborative project provides an important
forum for discussion and development of
standards proposals and has a practical goal:
to demonstrate TV-Anytime services running
on a Multimedia Home Platform.

Products exploiting enhanced processing
power and hard-disk storage are appearing
on the market. We are evaluating these
products to make sure that BBC programmes
are prominently available to people who use
the products.

Many broadcasters have launched or are
planning digital television services using the
DVB system but there has not been a
convergence within the industry on a
common format for interactive applications
such as electronic programme guides and
information services. On the contrary, the
launch of digital television services across the
world has featured the deployment of a
variety of non-interoperable and often
proprietary platforms, each of which is unable
to provide access to all the services available
to consumers. This situation threatens to
prevent the evolution of a thriving, open
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Computer technology is now being used in television reception equipment, both
set-top boxes and integrated digital televisions. It is already allowing interactive
applications such as electronic programme guides and short-term storage of many
hours of television for time-shifting. The power of digital processing chips and the
capacity of hard-disk storage are both increasing rapidly while their price is falling
dramatically. Together these developments are already changing the way television
programmes are selected for viewing and the way they are viewed;  soon they may
change the way they are scheduled and even the way they are delivered.
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market for digital receivers and
services. It is also likely to deter
investment in content for interactive
television services since worldwide
sales and distribution are impossible
without the expensive re-working of
the material.

DVB MULTIMEDIA HOME
PLATFORM
The primary goal of the Multimedia
Home Platform is to enable the birth
of horizontal markets for digital
television and multimedia services,
where there is open competition
between content providers, network
operators or platform manufacturers
at each level in the delivery chain.
A further goal is to exploit the
potential for convergence between
broadcasting, the Internet and
consumer electronics.

The Multimedia Home Platform
uses the Java programming language, a
language widely used on the Internet.
It has developed a new version called
DVB-J that provides extensions to
support broadcast- and TV-specific
requirements. The use of Java provides
content developers with a high degree
of control and flexibility for their
applications. For example, we can now
tailor the behaviour of applications to
suit user preferences. It also allows
applications to deal with many

protocols and data formats that are
not specifically supported by the basic
platform, providing an element of
future-proofing.

We are developing enhancements
which support the recording of
programmes and interactive
applications on mass storage devices
and which permit the transfer of
content and services between different
receivers distributed around the home.

If the Multimedia Home Platform is
successful and becomes widely
adopted it may eventually provide a
solution to the problems created by
the current diversity of platforms.
However, UK broadcasters, including
the BBC, are already providing
interactive services using other
platforms. A significant challenge for
broadcasters wishing to support the
Multimedia Home Platform is
therefore the migration from their
existing platforms and applications.
DVB has provided some help by
allowing the new platform to include
optional plug-in decoders to provide
support for legacy application formats.
However, the Multimedia Home
Platform first needs to succeed in new
markets for digital television where
there are no legacy systems. It may
then look increasingly attractive as a
future upgrade path for broadcasters
in the UK.



THE TV-ANYTIME FORUM
The TV-Anytime Forum aims to
develop open specifications which will
allow consumer electronics
manufacturers, content creators,
broadcasters and service providers to
exploit high volume digital storage in
consumer platforms. The TV-Anytime
Forum has over 140 members.

We have contributed to the
TV-Anytime specification through the
myTV project. The specifications of
Content Referencing and Metadata for
Programme Description in particular
have seen a substantial input through
this route. 

Programme Description Metadata is
the data to be used as the basis for the
selection of the programme for home
recording and viewing. It can be used by
the viewer or by an agent (a piece of
intelligent software) to attract the
viewer to the programme. Content
Referencing is the means of discovering
where and when the selected
programme is available. This of course
may be from a number of alternative
sources and can be from a traditional
television schedule or an Internet based
programme server. In either case, the
specifications being developed by the
TV-Anytime Forum will allow the
automatic discovery of the alternative
programme locations and subsequent
acquisition of the programme by the

personal video recorder These
technologies will be the basis of an
intelligent recorder that could act on
behalf of the viewer in the speculative
and selective acquisition of appropriate
content from the diverse multitude of
sources in the digital age. 

In addition to the selection and
acquisition technologies outlined above,
the TV-Anytime Forum is active in the
area of rights management and
protection and recognises the business
requirements underpinning any
successful uptake of the digital delivery
and storage systems built around the
next generation of personal video
recorders. The TV-Anytime Forum has
therefore established a comprehensive
list of business model scenarios as
benchmarks to identify the required
functionality and constraints necessary
within its technical specifications. 

The TV-Anytime Forum is
concerned with the creation of a
vibrant and attractive horizontal
marketplace enabling the consumer in
a multi channel digital world. As such
it has been embraced by some of the
leading players currently supplying
proprietary or vertical solutions as
they look forward to increasing their
own business plans within the
wider industry.

myTV
The goal of myTV is to marry
TV-Anytime standards, local hard disk
storage, DVB transmissions and set-top
boxes containing a Multimedia Home
Platform. Its wider goal is to
understand how the introduction of
home storage will affect a viewer's
relationship with broadcast content,
and how to provide worthwhile
services that the viewer wants.

The project is an extension of ideas
developed earlier in the SMASH and
STORit projects, and was set up 

• To develop personalised
services for digital television.

• To develop new services
exploiting local storage, such as
navigational aids, and try out
new forms of content such as
non-linear news or magazine
programmes.

• To follow emerging technical
standards in this area and
contribute to their development.

• To demonstrate the
interoperability of open
standards by producing two
compatible set-top boxes with
local storage that can run the
same applications developed in
the project, and use the same
programme description data,
although perhaps in different
ways and definitely with
different user interfaces.
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Although myTV hopes to use the new
Multimedia Home Platform, this does
not yet include provision for hard disk
storage. myTV is developing the
concepts to allow storage to work
with the Multimedia Home Platform
and is also developing and
implementing the interfaces necessary
for many TV-Anytime features. By
implementing TV-Anytime ideas on a
concrete platform myTV can test both
the platform and the ideas, and
provide feedback on both.

Some of the benefits of the
project are:

• Trailer selection – the ability
to simply click to select a
programme or series for
recording whilst watching
a trailer (promotion) for
that programme.

• Downloadable navigator – the
new platform allows us to
download our own applications.
We are developing our own
navigator which can replace the

resident navigator in the box.
Thus we can provide enhanced
programme information and
our own user interface to both
on-air programmes and what is
stored on the box. Agents
acting on behalf of the user
will be an important part of
this work.

• New forms of content – hard
disk storage enables new forms
of content that are not limited
by linear viewing as the viewer
can move to any part of the
disk instantly. Ideas such as
segmented magazine
programmes and interactive
dramas become possible and
we are exploring the viability of
these ideas.

As TV-Anytime is intended to improve
our viewers’ experiences it is
important to bear in mind their
reactions to new services. We have
adopted a user-centred design
approach in the project, developing an



understanding of the needs and
requirements of our viewers and using
this information as the basis of
assessing the success of the applications
and services. This process will help us
identify which programme data is
necessary for both users and agents
and to develop an understanding of
which programmes viewers want or
might like.

By developing real boxes and real
applications and broadcasting them,
myTV will test the ideas of TV-Anytime.
This means the project can give
practical feedback on how well the
standards work, and we will be able to
advise the BBC how best to apply these
standards to ensure viewers find our
programmes and enjoy the new
services made possible.

PERSONAL VIDEO
RECORDERS 
The personal video recorder is a set-
top box which incorporates a hard disk
for short-term storage of TV
programmes for time-shifting , fulfilling
the same functions as an analogue
video recorder, but offering many new
facilities too. The hard disk can record
and replay at the same time, giving the
viewer the opportunity to pause a
programme whilst it is being broadcast,
or even to go back and repeat a part of

the transmission, without having to
miss any of the action.

Devices manufactured by TiVo and
Replay TV have been available in the
USA for over a year. TiVo has recently
launched in the UK.  

We have worked with TiVo to offer
technical advice on their UK launch.
The BBC is now present on TiVo’s
Channel Highlights feature which offers
the broadcaster the opportunity to
promote selected programmes to the
TiVo viewer, who may choose to record
them at the touch of a button.  The
content for Channel Highlights is
prepared by the Personal TV group in
BBC Television/New Media; we have
worked with them to offer technical
and hardware advice to TiVo and to
support field trials. An extension to this
work now under discussion will
develop methods and standards for
trailer selection, enabling a viewer to
select a programme or series to record
by clicking a button during the
broadcast of a trailer.

All personal video recorders
ultimately rely on the accuracy of
metadata describing the programmes,
which may be broadcast with the TV
signal or – as is the case with TiVo –
downloaded during an automatic daily
phone call. For BBC programmes to be
accessible it will be important that
descriptive data is captured as

programmes are made and is available
for editing to support navigation
services on personal video recorders.
This service could be supplied directly
by the BBC or via third parties.

We have also made contact with
Axcent Media, who have developed a
personal video recorder that is now on
sale in Germany.  

THE FUTURE OF
INTERACTIVITY
Technology is changing its nature to
become ubiquitous, domestic, inter-
connected and often mobile. As it
develops more users will be interacting
with more technology than ever before.
No longer will high technology be the
preserve of the specialist.

As technology becomes more
prevalent, the importance of design will
become paramount. Users will require
simple and usable methods of
interaction. This is particularly so in the
domain of television, and the personal
video recorder  and the future
capabilities offered by home
networking. Already technology is
changing viewing behaviour

This is no Utopian vision. With the
greater functionality will come greater
problems for the traditionally passive
television viewer. No longer will they
simply view. They will use. Users will be
able to use a variety of methods to
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choose programmes. Electronic
programme guides, trailers,
broadcaster recommendations, and
input from web sites and other devices
will all compete to inform consumers.
Software agents will automatically
develop viewing profiles and act upon
this information to speculatively find
new content of interest to a viewer.
However, to access these services will
require the design of a new generation
of user interfaces that can suit the
population at large. They must be
sophisticated enough to satisfy the
expert, yet simple enough for the old
and young. In addition they must allow
disabled and other users full access
to the services. 

We are investigating ways to
harness these technical developments
to produce new forms of content.
Enhanced applications already
supplement traditional linear
programmes. With hard-disk systems it
will be possible to exploit the storage
capabilities to offer a new generation
of interactive content. The myTV
project is already exploring the
possibilities for segmented

programmes, allowing users to watch
parts of a programme in any order
they wish. This principle can be
extended much further. 

Non-linear programmes, such as an
interactive drama, create a host of
problems for both producers and
users. The traditional means of
planning, development and production
become difficult as non-linear dramas
are characterised by users making
choices. Story boards become
impossible to plot as there are
multiple narrative paths that can be
taken, and thus many different possible
versions of the story. We are in the
process of developing tools to aid the
production of non-linear programmes
and also researching the usability and
human factors issues associated with
navigating around these non-
linear programmes

Only by detailed understanding of
the context of use for this new
technology, the domestic environment,
can the true potential of the
technology be realised. 
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Licence fee evasion in Britain continues to fall
due to improvements in detection methods,
combined with media publicity to ensure that
evaders recognise the risk of being caught.

Evaders are tracked down with the help
of handheld detectors and a fleet of detector
vans, using a national database of
licence holders.

At BBC R&D we are working on a
project to develop new detection methods to
supplement those already in use. We have
investigated a wide range of methods and
chosen for development those which are
quickest and most accurate, with a view to
minimising the time spent by a detector van
at each target site. We have added a
satellite-based navigation system which helps
minimise the time spent travelling
between sites.

The detection equipment in the van is
controlled by a PC, which presents a very
user-friendly interface to the operator.
The detection results are recorded
automatically. The van will be in frequent
contact with TV Licensing’s database to check
whether the viewer has a current licence.

It is possible that detection activities may
be circumscribed by the new European
Human Rights Act, so (for example) we may
not be permitted to know the channel being
viewed or the make of set being used. In this
case, the detection equipment would inform
the operator of what it had determined; this
data (although it would not be revealed or
recorded) would still be a powerful
confirmation of detection.

All of the equipment is contained
within the van without exterior aerials.
This offers the choice of covert operation,
or alternately of high-profile operation
simply by emblazoning the van with the
‘TV Licensing’ logo.

We are working with BBC Consulting and
Projects to produce a fleet of vans equipped
with currently proven detection equipment,
while the development of some further
detection methods nears completion, and
that of others is still in progress.

We are also investigating the further
possibilities of handheld detectors. Indeed,
our first product was a handheld magnetic
detector designed for use where van access
is impracticable; since then we have added a
shirt-pocket equivalent for covert operation.
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